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COVER
ART
Drawing upon the geometric lines of Cubism, bold
palettes of Fauvism, and sacred imagery of the
Madonna and Child, Diego Rivera depicts his
common-law wife Angelina Beloff nursing their
firstborn son. As one of Rivera’s last Cubist works,
Maternidad, Angelina y el niño Diego was produced
at an inflection point in his career—right before he
turned to public art and social realism fueled by the
Mexican Revolution. Shortly after the painter
produced this piece, his son died from influenza, not
even a year old.

This painting was produced over one hundred years
ago. Yet, as the foundational structures of our home,
family, community, and society are redefined during
the most striking year of the 21st century, the visual
intersections and narrative of Rivera’s work resonate
with us today more than ever.

Written by Grace Yang 

P A G E  T W O  

MATERNIDAD, ANGELINA Y EL NIÑO DIEGO 
(Motherhood, Angelina and the Child Diego)
Diego Rivera, c. 1916
Oil on canvas
Museo de Arte Carrillo Gil, Mexico City, Mexico

ED ITOR- IN-
CHIEF
Brett Cooper is editor-in-chief of UCLA’s honor
history journal, Quaestio. She is a fourth year
English major and is planning on attending law
school. Brett’s historical interest resides in the
intersection of history and novelist literature, and
she’s excited to share this love through this year’s
journal publications. 
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From quarantining at home to Zoom parties with relatives, Covid-19 has forced
us all to reconnect with some sort of "home" - something few students expected
to be doing at the height of their college careers. As a result, students have had
to re-engage and re-evaluate those familial structures and determine how they
fit into their newly minted lives as independent young adults. 

In times of immense growth and struggle, it's often comforting and enlightening
to refer back to history and reflect on the experiences of those that came before
us. In this new issue of Quaestio, we offer you four exceptional papers that
explore the themes of home, familial units, motherhood, and femininity in
hopes that you'll be able to connect with the authors' analyses and stories as you
reflect on the past year. 

EDITOR'S NOTE

Editor-in-Chief
B R E T T  C O O P E R Van Gogh, The Bedroom,

1889 oil on canvas
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PROFESSOR THOUGHTS
A N  I N T E R V I E W  W I T H  P R O F E S S O R

K A T H R Y N  N O R B E R G  

What is the most significant pattern you’ve
noticed concerning women and family units
throughout history? Have any patterns
resurfaced this year?

I think what has surfaced the most is the
cleavages within society. You know, I always
teach students that the great plague could kill
anybody; it was very egalitarian. But in fact,
that’s not true. As we’ve seen in our own
country, certain people are more likely to get a
disease because of social inequities. Boccacio’s
Decameron [a collection of novellas depicting a
group of young people in 14th-century Florence
who escape death by fleeing to the countryside]
demonstrates that not everyone had the option of
isolating like they did outside of Florence. They
knew - and people have known from very early
on - that if you get away from other individuals,
you’ll be better off. However, not everyone had
that ability to escape. 

Now, Covid-19 has revealed great inequities not
just between social classes, but also between
men and women. In the past, gender differences
have meant the inability for women to escape
and isolate elsewhere. And generally, even
today, women are less likely to flee when
necessary because they have fewer opportunities
or abilities to do so. 

It’s especially difficult for women because they
have children and families and cannot just pick
up and leave. This is a way that all disasters –
not just pandemics – amplify social and gender
differences.

What role do you think history has in
understanding and interpreting current
events?

Well, I’m a historian, and like every historian, I
think it has everything to do with it. In fact, I
have thought frequently about the pandemic in
historical terms. Not only because that’s what is
packed in my brain, but also because the
comparisons and the differences are really
interesting! One thing I think a lot about is how
different diseases and plagues have disappeared. 

Dr. Kathryn Norberg discusses historical
patterns concerning women and family and the
role history plays today. Below are excerpts
from an interview conducted on January 20th,
2021.

For example, the Bubonic Plague arrived in
Marseille, France by boat in 1720, and the city
became overrun with disease. However, though
it was devastating, it never spread beyond the
city gates. 

How did they stop it? That’s the question that
few people ask because they’re more concerned
with talking about the arrival of the plague,
where it came from, how it affected the economy
and society, etc. But, how do you get rid of it?
That’s the stage we’re in now with Covid-19.
Excluding the vaccines we have today, many of
the historical remedies are similar. Isolation and
social distancing or fleeing to somewhere with
less people, like the countryside. 
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Closing Thoughts?

We really are thinking a lot about home these
days. A lot of people have faced real
challenges. In general, I found that when some
of my students went home in March, it wasn’t
always a good experience. Going home was
like returning to a set of old grievances. When
you’ve been on your own for three years or so,
the last thing you want to do is to actually go
back to where you were when you were 16. I
also think for people who live alone it's very
hard to deal with lack of contact. I believe that
all of us think a lot more about family life
nowadays since most of the people we talk to
and interact with are family. We’ve become
more reliant on that core circle.

KATHRYN NORBERG is a professor of
History and Gender Studies at UCLA. Her
teaching and research focuses on women and
power in early modern Europe, and she's
currently writing a microhistory on an
eighteenth-century Parisian brothel. She's the
former Director of the Center for the Study of
Women. 

These successful books tend to be about
specific people – so they’re historical
biographies, and biographies are a genre that
folks are always attracted to because they take
you into the details of someone’s life. They
actually share many qualities with micro-
histories. And let’s be honest, any book about
Louis XIV is going to be more appealing than
a specific book about how he put down the
rebellions in Southern France at the end of his
reign. Both are historical topics, but I think
people just like the everyday life that they find
in biographies – things that historians would
often exclude – and that seems like it’s the best
way to reach a wider audience.

Even with their very basic knowledge of
disease and the plague, the people of
Marseille knew that if they sealed off the city,
they could stop the disease from spreading.
The city succeeded in getting rid of it, and this
turned out to be the last great visitation of the
plague in history. It probably took a very
centralized government and was a city that
was used to having these types of quarantine –
because it was a port city – so I think people
were more willing and took it seriously.
That’s what I think we should be looking at.
Not just how they contended with the plague,
but also how they contended successfully and
stopped it.

How can history students and historians
better engage others in discourse?

Well, that’s hard, and I’m not sure if I have a
concrete answer for that. Most people get their
history from the movies, which is not ideal
because movies are fictional. Not all of them
pay attention to the important historical details
and usually the dialogue is just awful. But, at
least the clothing is good! The costumer is
often more concerned about getting it right. 

But back to the question, I think it’s very hard
for historians to engage people, especially
today. There is so much ahistorical stuff out
there. For instance my favorite – Game of
Thrones. It’s kind of a medieval never,
neverland. I honestly think it's probably done
harm to people’s thoughts about the Middle
Ages because what is portrayed isn’t even the
Middle Ages! I’m sure we could depict a lot
more interesting things than just what you see
in Game of Thrones. 

Thankfully, some people have been able to
write history books that are popular with both
professional historians and the public, like A
Midwife's Tale by Laurel Thatcher Ulrich. 
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RECLAIMING HUMANITY
 AMIDST HOSTILITY: 

FAMILY AS RESISTANCE TO DEHUMANIZATION 
IN UNITED STATES SLAVE SOCIETY

          This paper examines how the slave family—whether consisting of fictive or biological relations—

operated as a vehicle of resistance to United States slave society prior to the Civil War. Contextual

information is given in the first section discussing the origins of United States slave law in British colonial

law. In the nest two sections, economic dependence on slavery and the ways in which American law codified

the sub-human status of black people are discussed to highlight slavery’s centrality in United States society.

Following the discussion on slavery’s position in United States society, forms of resistance to slavery are

discussed. A diverse set of resistance efforts are discussed ranging from the family unit as a symbol of

resistance, to networks that facilitated escaped and monetary cooperatives that raised money to purchase the

freedom of their peers. Ultimately, this paper seeks to highlight the concept of family—whether it be a

biological unit, or a network of people with a common cause—as a symbol of resistance to United States slave

society.

Kayne Doughty is a junior-transfer currently pursuing a major in History and a minor in Asian American

Studies at UCLA. His research interests center around race relations in United States institutions and the

concept of American exceptionalism. Outside of his studies, Kayne is involved with UCLA’s Asian Pacific

Coalition and the Office of the Transfer Student Representative under UCLA’s Undergraduate Student

Association Council.
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Introduction 

In American society, there exists a social hierarchy that governs our relationships 

between one another. Racial hierarchy is used to reinforce dominantly held social beliefs, 

agendas, and realities. The Subjugation that results manifests itself in a stratified society, in 

which great disparities exist between different racial groups. Racism is very much a fundamental 

component of American society, and this is reflected throughout its history. It has its roots in 

slavery in the early British Colonies in North America. In 1661, the British colonial legislature 

on Barbados enshrined in law that blacks were inferior beings.  The Barbadian slave code 1

influenced slave law in subsequent British colonies further north, and by extension, the United 

States. Here—in light of a social climate that sought to cast them as subhuman—the slave family 

as a vehicle for reclaiming humanity will be examined. 

 Central to slave society was the dehumanization of the enslaved. As it concerns family, 

dehumanization meant that the biological families of the enslaved were completely 

disregarded. This willful and relentless assault on the biological families of slaves is commonly 

reflected in New World slave societies. An example of such is seen in the case of Olaudah 

Equiano, who created new relationships modeled after kinship to counter the experience 

separation from kin during childhood, and the dehumanizing effects of slavery.  The institution 2

of slavery requires the complete and total dehumanization of the enslaved populous in order to 

justify its existence. Loss of control over one’s life is representative of one’s status as a slave, 

 Brenda E. Stevenson, “Slavery and Anti-Slavery in Antebellum America.” In What is Slavery, 1

124-183. (Malden, MA: Polity Press, 2015), 61.

 Ramesh Mallipeddi, "Filiation to Affiliation: Kinship and Sentiment in Equiano's Interesting 2

Narrative." ELH 81, no. 3 (2014): 923-54, 925.
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and family represents one level of humanity that could be controlled by slave holders. As a 

result, the act of maintaining family is itself a form of resistance to dehumanization. In a society 

that completely devolves humanity from the enslaved, the act and desire to maintain family, 

whether it be biological or fictive in composition, reflects a form of resistance to the 

dehumanizing institution of slavery.   

Slave Society in the United States 

 In order to fully understand how the concept of family and its demonstration of humanity 

represents resistance, we must examine the nature of slave society in the United States. The 

American economy depended on slave labor. Crops such as rice, tobacco, sugar, cotton, and corn 

dominated Southern domestic and export markets, with cotton accounting for more than half of 

total U.S. exports between 1820 and 1860.  This underscores the importance of slavery within 3

the U.S. economy as these highly labor-intensive crops were dependent on slave labor. 

Moreover, the commercial value of the entire slave population was roughly three times greater 

than the total amount of all capital invested in manufacturing in the entire United States in 1860.  4

Again, this underscores the enormity, entrenchment, and importance of slavery in the economy 

of the United States. Additionally, enslaved black workers made cash crops highly profitable for 

their owners, who continuously purchased more land and slaves to satisfy their financial 

appetites. Evidence of this is seen in the fact that the slave population of the South grew twofold 

between 1820 and 1860 from two million to four million.  It is evident that the economy of the 5

 Stevenson, 125.3

 Daina Ramey Berry, "In Pressing Need of Cash": Gender, Skill, and Family Persistence in the 4

Domestic Slave Trade." The Journal of African American History 92, no. 1 (2007): 22-36, 23.

 Stevenson, 126.5
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United States was dependent on slave labor. In a highly capitalistic society such as the United 

States, economic cornerstones such as slavery would be upheld and reinforced by social and 

governmental powers.  

 In order to justify this economic system, social and political discourse in the United 

States was designed to cast black people as inferior peoples. Justification of slavery requires 

complete social ostracism, which depends on both a social consensus accepting the inferior status 

of the enslaved, and government policy sanctioning social ostracism. As it concerns the United 

States government, this is evident in the fact that institutions responsible for criminal justice 

were designed to support the institution of slavery. This is demonstrated in North Carolina 

runaway slave advertisements emphasizing the use of government detention facilities to hold 

runaway slaves. Specific examples include advertisements placed in the Carolina Observer in 

1835, the Wilmington Journal in 1860, and the Raleigh Register in 1812.  In all these instances, 6

the persons placing the advertisements specifically request the use of local jails to hold slaves 

until they could be reclaimed. In this situation, since the state is providing its facilities to assist in 

the apprehension of runaway slaves, it is aiding and abetting the institution of slavery.  

Slave Society and the Law  

This narrative of state sanctioning of slavery is also upheld by North Carolinian law of 

the period. The North Carolina Slaves and Free Persons of Color Act of 1816 establishes in 

section three the authority and requirement of law enforcement officials to seize “absconded 

 William McLeod. 1835. “$25 Reward.” Carolina Observer (Fayetteville, N.C.), December 31 6

1835; John H Hill. 1860. “$50 Reward.” Wilmington Journal, January 05, 1860; James K 
Goodloe. 1812. “Ranaway.” Raleigh Register and North Carolina Weekly Advertiser, March 20, 
1812. 
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negroes” and proceed with discretion to “advertise and sell such negroes.”  This law both further 7

solidifies the status of black people as property (by the concept of state sanctioned advertising 

and selling), and compels law enforcement to enforce such dehumanizing practices.  These 

governmental practices are significant because they meant that all slave familial relations were 

irrelevant in the eyes of the law since slaves were legally sub-human. Further evidence of this is 

seen in William Still’s Underground Railroad, where he describes a coordinated effort by the 

mayor and police of Norfolk, Virginia to strip search a ship for fugitive slaves in 1855.  Even 8

though the search party failed to apprehend the fugitives, the effort nonetheless displays the 

investment of the state in the institution of slavery. Overall, the state was a key factor in the 

institution of slavery, with laws and administrative practices codifying the dehumanization of 

black people, and compelling law enforcement and the public to comply with such codification.  

Society acted in tandem with government to dehumanize the enslaved and uphold the 

institution of slavery. Again, runaway slave advertisements in North Carolina shed light on this.  

In the advertisements, a willful and prolific use of state facilities by the public to hold escaped 

slaves is displayed.  Additionally, the commodification of slave bodies is seen by the fact that the 9

people placing the advertisements state, with little variation, that they will: “reward” and “cover 

all expenses” of “any person who apprehends and returns escaped negroes,” or “arranges to have 

 Slaves and Free Persons of Color Act of 1816, NC Code 105, c910, s2-3. 7

 William Still, “Captain F. And the Mayor of Norfolk.” November 1855. Still, William. The 8

Underground Railroad. Public domain in the USA. 

 William McLeod. 1835. “$25 Reward.” Carolina Observer (Fayetteville, N.C.), December 31 9

1835; John H Hill. 1860. “$50 Reward.” Wilmington Journal, January 05, 1860; James K 
Goodloe. 1812. “Ranaway.” Raleigh Register and North Carolina Weekly Advertiser, March 20, 
1812.
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them held in jail until they can be claimed.”  This displays the complete relegation of the 10

enslaved to subhuman status by equating their bodies with dollar values. As it concerns family, 

slave family relations were only recognized when they presented themselves as economically 

beneficial to their owners, such as marketing a family as a “healthy lot” akin to a “package 

deal.”  Social discourse and government policy created a feedback loop that reinforced the 11

institution of slavery through legalized and socialized dehumanization. The resulting social 

climate was completely hostile to any form of humanity for the enslaved, including family.  

Family as Resistance to Slavery 

Now that we understand the social and administrative climate that imposed 

dehumanization on the enslaved, we can now examine ways in which the enslaved resisted. As 

mentioned before, since family represents a fundamental component of humanity, it constituted 

an affront to the institution of slavery. The same North Carolinian runaway slave ads that 

depicted legalized and socialized dehumanization also displayed the desire of the enslaved to 

escape—the ultimate display of resistance—and to rekindle their families. Some advertisements 

depict runaway male slaves seeking out their wives in other locations.  This is important 12

because it was primarily male slaves that escaped since they were often sold away from their 

families multiple times over their lifetime. It also reflects a failure of the institution of slavery to 

 Ibid.10

 Barry, 28.11

 James R Emery. 1799. “15 Dollars Reward” Newbern Gazette (New Bern, N.C.), July 20, 12

1799; Sam P Ashe. 1816. “Sixty Dollars Reward.” Raleigh Register and North Carolina Weekly 
Advertiser, September 6, 1816; William McLeod. 1835. “$25 Reward.” Carolina Observer 
(Fayetteville, N.C.); James K. Goodloe. 1812. “Ranaway.” Raleigh Register and North Carolina 
Weekly Advertiser, March 20, 1812.
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stamp out all notions of humanity among the enslaved. This is because slave men still desired to 

find family, even after being sold away multiple times.  

In most situations, however, the placers of slave advertisements paid little attention to the 

close relations of escaped slaves. Most advertisements refer to slave relations in much more 

vague terms, such as “relations,” or “acquaintances.”  The vagueness of the language is twofold: 13

it represents both a devolvement of slave family in the broader social vernacular, and a further 

reinforcement of slave commodification. Nevertheless, the presence of the advertisements 

themselves, and the issues they address display the act and desire of the enslaved to maintain 

family. Since family bonds are the antithesis of dehumanization, such acts and desires reflect a 

rejection of dehumanization. 

Resistance Networks 

In order to facilitate escape and reunion with family, broad networks of people 

sympathetic to the cause of anti-slavery were needed. The most significant example is that of the 

Underground Railroad, which was not a railroad in the literal sense, but a network of “vigilance 

committees” consisting of free blacks, sympathetic whites, and enslaved blacks who dedicated 

themselves to assisting fugitive slaves to freedom.  This network played a vital role in helping 14

slaves navigate escape, find their family members, and ultimately reclaim their humanity. This 

John T Bryan. 1803. “One Hundred Dollars Reward.” Raleigh Register and North Carolina 13

Weekly Advertiser, August 08, 1803; B.P. Boyd. 1838. “$20 Reward.” Charlotte Journal, August 
24, 1838; Richard H. Blount. 1819. “15 Dollar Reward.” Edenton Gazette and North Carolina 
Advertiser, September 07, 1819; Thomas J. Fonville. 1828. “$15 Reward.” Carolina Centinel 
(New Bern, N.C.), May 17, 1828; John H. Hill. “$50 Reward.” Wilmington Journal, January 05, 
1860; J.J.D. Lucas. 1857. “$25 Reward.” Wilmington Journal, January 30, 1857.  

 Robert Plumb and Elizabeth Griffith, "The Underground Railroad." In The Better Angels: Five 14

Women Who Changed Civil War America, 33-50, (University of Nebraska Press, 2020), 35.
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network also displays a system of fictive kinship because for its success, close and often family-

like bonds were necessary.   

William Still’s narrative The Underground Railroad outlines numerous instances of said 

network in action. In Still’s “Mary Epps, Alias Emma Brown--Joseph and Robert Robinson” and 

“Captain F. and the Mayor of Norfolk,” he describes how white, fugitive slave law breaking 

“conductors” used their ships to smuggle slaves to freedom.  Additionally, the escaped fugitives 15

would receive assistance from vigilance committees in the form of protection, monetary aid and 

escape planning.  This is a display of the cooperation between multiple sympathetic parties to 16

achieve such outcomes, in particular, the role of white sympathizers willing to circumvent the 

law is highlighted.   

Diversity in Escape Experience 

Escape was not always a complete victory since escaping slaves often had to abandon 

their spouses. As seen in the “Captain F.” account, escaping in a large party carried significant 

risks, especially with strong anti-fugitive slave laws nationwide. As a result, escaping slaves had 

to take any opportunity they could get to escape, even if it meant abandoning family. Canada was 

one of the most popular destinations for escaped slaves since it lay outside of the reach of 

American fugitive slave laws, but the journey to Canada was long and required travel through 

hostile territory. In the accounts of escaped slaves Samuel Johnson, William Hogg, and Jeremiah 

 William Still. “Captain F. And the Mayor of Norfolk.” November 1855. Still, William. The 15

Underground Railroad; William Still. Mary Epps, Alias Emma Brown--Joseph and Robert 
Robinson.” March-April 1855. Still, William. The Underground Railroad. Public domain in the 
USA. 

 Ibid.16
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Smith, all three slaves were able to escape to Canada with the help of vigilance committees.  All 17

of these escapes featured the wives of the escaped slaves, with Smith being fortunate enough to 

escape with his, but Johnson and Hogg forced to leave their wives behind.  This account shows 18

that the pain and suffering of bondage was, in some cases, enough to override family ties and 

compel slaves to escape alone.   

Furthermore, these escapes reinforce the importance of underground cooperatives such as 

local vigilance committees. They also display a diversity in success in maintaining family 

connections, since out of the three escapees, only Jeremiah Smith was fortunate enough to escape 

with his wife. This is not to say that William Hogg and Samuel Johnson did not care about their 

spouses, when in fact, quite the contrary is displayed in William Still’s narrative. Both Hogg and 

Smith wrote to their wives as soon as they could, professing their love for them, mentioning that 

they were safe in Canada, and expressing their desire to see them again.  Escape, in these cases, 19

was a form of bittersweet victory, it represented a reclamation of humanity in the form of 

freedom, but a loss of humanity in the form of family separation. Broadly, these escape accounts 

underscore the importance of family to the enslaved, despite all efforts to devolve family from 

society and the government. They also further underscore the injustice of slavery, because even 

in escape, slaves who lost family were still not fully able to reclaim humanity.  

 William Still, “Jeremiah W. Smith and Wife Julia.” 1854. Still, William. The Underground 17

Railroad. Public domain in the USA; William Still, “Letter from Samuel W. Johnson to his 
Wife.” Still, William. The Underground Railroad; William Still, “William Hogg, Alias John 
Smith: Traveler from Maryland.” July 24, 1854.  Still, William. The Underground Railroad. 
Public domain in the USA. 

 Ibid.18

  Ibid.19
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A mentioned beforehand, the outcomes of escape were diverse, and in some instances, 

entire slave families were able to reunite and escape together. This is displayed in William Still’s 

account of a “Family from Baltimore,” in which slaves Stephen Amos and Mary Jane Johnson 

were able to successfully escape with their four children.  Other cases were not so successful.  20

In the case of Emeline Chapman, faced with the auction block, she had to abscond leaving 

behind her husband and two children.  Despite not always being able to maintain family through 21

escape, the desire to maintain familial connections reflected a desire to reclaim humanity. The 

tragic story of having to leave behind family is an unfortunate feature of slave escape, again 

reflective of the often bittersweet victory of escape, and a reminder that society still stood in 

opposition to black people living as human beings.   

Fictive Kinship   

In response to losing family through escape, escapees banded together to form fictive 

families in lieu of biological ones to support each other. This is seen in Still’s narrative titled 

“Eight Arrivals,” in which eight different escaped slaves, all leaving behind relatives, joined 

together to escape with the help of local vigilance committees.  This represents a substitution of 22

biological family when the maintenance of such was rendered impossible. This is also reflective 

of the contrast in how slaves and their owners viewed family; with owners seeing the nuclear 

 William Still, “Family from Baltimore.” circa 1850. Still, William. The Underground Railroad. 20

Public domain in the USA. 

 William Still, “Left Her Little Baby Boy, Little Girl, and Husband Behind.” 1856. Still, 21

William. The Underground Railroad. Public domain in the USA.  

 William Still, “Eight Arrivals: James Massey, Perry Henry Trusty, George Rhoads, James 22

Rhoads, George Washington, Sarah Elizabeth Rhoads And Child, Mary Elizabeth Stevenson.” 
November 1857. Still, William. The Underground Railroad. Public domain in the USA. 
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family as the primary unit, and slaves seeing family more broadly. The nuclear family is a 

Eurocentric paradigm, and enslaved Africans brought with them differing, and more diverse sets 

of family values.  However, this is not to say that slaves disregarded their immediate kin when, 23

in fact, the contrary has clearly been displayed in the accounts previously discussed. Fictive 

kinship is significant because it displays the tenacity of the enslaved in their determination to 

reclaim their humanity. When denied the ability to maintain family in the nuclear form, they 

resorted to broader conceptions of the family as a substitute. Fictive family sought to quell the 

pain that resulted in leaving and being separated from immediate kin, constituting another 

method of reclaiming humanity.  

Monetary Cooperatives  

 Another way escaped slaves sought to gain their freedom and freedom for their family 

was to raise money for purchasing them from bondage. This is seen in a letter exchanged 

between William Still and B McKiernon, in which the latter proposes to Still that he purchase the 

freedom of the family of a slave known as Peter, who was Still’s brother.  Still responded that he 24

would not be able to raise the necessary money, and asks if he can purchase the women of the 

family only.  Despite this exchange not resulting in a complete success, it does reflect the use—25

perhaps in irony—of the very system responsible for dehumanization to gain freedom. Both 

 Cheryll Ann Cody, "Naming, Kinship, and Estate Dispersal: Notes on Slave Family Life on a 23

South Carolina Plantation, 1786 to 1833," The William and Mary Quarterly 39, no. 1 (1982): 
192-211, 193.

 William Still, “McKiernon’s letter to William Still.” August 06 1851. Still, William. The 24

Underground Railroad. Public domain in the USA.

 William Still, “William Still’s reply to B. McKiernon.” August 16 1851. Still, William. The 25

Underground Railroad. Public domain in the USA. 
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black men and black women frequently attempted to purchase the freedoms of their kin.  26

Importantly, this reflects the importance of family since those subjugated under the institution of 

slavery were still willing to participate in such a system to facilitate manumission. Furthermore, 

support networks such as free family members were critical in assisting slaves in purchasing 

their freedom. Again, this underscores the importance of familial cooperation and networking in 27

resistance to the institution of slavery.  

Conclusion 

Family is essential to one’s humanity, and by extension, the maintenance of family 

reflects an affront to an institution that sought to devolve any semblance of humanity from the 

enslaved.  The entire economy of the United States was dependent on slavery, which resulted in 

both a political and social climate that was designed to maintain the institution. Through both 

legal codification, and social discourse, the bodies of the enslaved were commodified and thus 

rendered subhuman. Such a social climate left no room for human connection such as family; 

however, the enslaved resisted dehumanization through their efforts to escape and maintain 

family. Through networks such as the Underground Railroad, vigilance committees, and other 

cooperatives, slaves were able to facilitate escape. Despite not all escape attempts resulting in 

success in maintaining immediate family, the enslaved did not submit to dehumanization, and 

continued to resist through fictive kinship. Additionally, the broader abolition networks reflected 

 Jessica Millward, et. al, "Commodities and Kin: Gender and Family Networking for Freedom, 26

1780–1860," In Finding Charity's Folk: Enslaved and Free Black Women in Maryland, 41-52, 
(University of Georgia Press, 2015), 48. 

 Ibid., 52. 27
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a form fictive kinship in it of itself, with groups pooling money and other resources together to 

help each other. Ultimately, in a society that completely devolves any semblance of humanity 

from the enslaved, family—a fundamental quality of humanity—constituted a form of resistance 

to slavery.   
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THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS: 
THE SOCIETAL REFLECTION OF JAPANESE WOMEN 

VIA THE POST-WAR HOME

        One of the most critical inflection points in Japanese history, the interwar period was a crossroad between

significant economic, political, and cultural shifts. An influx of Western ideas paired with rapid

industrialization led to home commodification through tabloids aimed at Japanese stay-at-home wives. New

design elements such as gendered spaces influenced how the home should appear to homeowners and visitors

alike. This paper investigates how architectural features of the modern home and portrayals of the domestic

sphere in media mirrored the changes in the housewife status. A contrast to the Western ideal, the traditional

Japanese housewife was a co-head of the family whose status was parallel to the husband. It was not until the

turn of the 20th century when women began to be solely responsible for handling domestic affairs. While

many academic discussions credit this shift with increasing the autonomy of Japanese housewives, that might

have not been entirely accurate. Synthesizing perspectives from architecture, gender studies, consumer studies,

and cultural anthropology, this analysis elucidates how, rather than expanding autonomy, the change in gender

roles caused Japanese housewives to be confined to a set of ideals constructed by mass media that were often

times unrealistic or simply unattainable.

GRACE YANG is a third year undergraduate studying Human Biology and Society and Art History at UCLA.

She enjoys analyzing how architectural design shapes and reflects societal values. Grace is a docent at The

Getty Center, involved in scientific research, and likes to bake bread and pastries. 
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The Japanese interwar period created a completely new society that attempted to 

reconcile cultural tradition with the effects of industrialization and Westernization. In this 

dynamic era, the idea of the Japanese housewife shifted from being the “main woman” to being a 

“married woman” as a result of economic, political, and cultural pressures. This analysis aims to 

demonstrate how this shift was reflected in the features, layout, and commodification of the 

Japanese home and illustrate how the role of the housewife empowered Japanese women to take 

charge of their homes yet gave them a false sense of autonomy in the domestic sphere.  

The concept of the Japanese shufu, or housewife, was a mainstay of the family unit from 

the Meiji period to the pre-war era. However, the shufu differs from the Western concept of a 

housewife. Described as “main woman,” the shufu was the head of the household and supervised 

the other woman residents, while the male head was in charge of representing the family in the 

public sphere.  Shufu was not a term reserved for the upper class, rather it is more associated 1

with the self-employed, local, old middle class. In the preindustrial era, both familial heads ran 

parallel to one another, and the Japanese housewife was highly valued and a leader. In essence, 

the shufu was in itself a profession of pride. 

The traditional Japanese house was transient, fluid, and open. It was ephemeral, aligning 

with cultural ideas of renewal and serving as a practical model for natural disasters through the 

“scrap and build” concept.  Rather than being divided by concrete, sliding walls and folding 2

 Haio-Chuan Hsia and John H. Scanzoni, "Rethinking The Roles of Japanese Women," Journal 1

of Comparative Family Studies 27, no. 2 (Summer 1996): 309-29. www.jstor.org/stable/
41602460. 

 Richard Ronald, “Privatization, Commodification and Transformation in Japanese Housing: 2

Ephemeral House – Eternal Home,” International Journal of Consumer Studies 33, no. 5 
(September 2009): 558–65. doi:10.1111/j.1470-6431.
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screens marked spaces but did not permanently define them. The floor plan was open and guest-

based: the reception room was behind the other multipurpose rooms and facing south, which was 

the most valued orientation. The traditional house was focused on upholding familial pride, 

values, and structure.  

However, these traditional ideas of the family and house were drastically shifted after 

Japan went under rapid industrialization at the turn of the 20th century and entered the interwar 

period. The old middle class turned into the new middle class, representing the wage worker. An 

increase in households and a refined social emphasis on the nuclear family centered the domestic 

sphere around family coherence. The housewife role switched from shufu to okusan, or “married 

woman.” Rather than being associated with the peasant class, the okusan drew comparisons to 

the wife of a samurai, okugata, which instilled a sense of prestige in the role, despite the 

housewife being increasingly domesticated in this period.  While the housewife was more 3

restricted in her realm of influence, she was now tasked with cultivating a family-centered home 

and responsible for family welfare.  

Perhaps this redefined domain was the reason why the commodification of interwar 

Japanese homes was so successful. The mass media boom gave rise to magazines that found 

niche audiences such as the housewife. Among the most popular was Shufu no tomo, or “The 

Housewife’s Companion,” established in 1917 (fig. 1). Women’s magazines constructed a genre 

 Haio-Chuan Hsia and John H. Scanzoni, "Rethinking The Roles of Japanese Women," Journal 3

of Comparative Family Studies 27, no. 2 (Summer 1996): 309-29. www.jstor.org/stable/
41602460.   
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focused on housekeeping, child rearing, economical practices, and home improvement.  Western 4

ideas of efficiency and individualization were worked into a national lifestyle through 

government-sponsored exhibitions. These concepts manifested into homes in the form of central 

dining tables and chairs, hard floors, and fences between houses (fig. 2). Consumer publications 

propelled this Daily Life Improvement movement by sharing floor plans, staged rooms, and 

testimonials from women describing their excitement when building their new homes.  Activity-5

specific areas such as living rooms rose in popularity as commissions for modern homes from 

the high-class grew. Traditional floor plans were swapped for churoka, or central hallway style 

houses, and imachushin, or central living room houses (figs. 3 and 4). Both styles separated 

private spaces in the back from public spaces in the front and placed the living room next to the 

reception area.  Popularizing these new features, print culture taught women what they should 6

want their houses to look like and standardized the archetype of the modern home. 

Since women were often overseeing home design, they played a pivotal role in reforming 

individual rooms and establishing their gendered functions. The Japanese kitchen often required 

women to crouch close to the ground to work and consequently was changed to an upright, 

Western style kitchen which could be connected to a dining room for convenience. The newly 

 Sarah Teasley, "Home-Builder or Home-Maker? Reader Presence in Articles on Home-Building 4

in Commercial Women's Magazines in 1920s' Japan," Journal of Design History 18, no. 1 
(Spring 2005): 81-97. doi: 10.1 093/jdh/epi007.

  Sarah Teasley, "Home-Builder or Home-Maker? Reader Presence in Articles on Home-5

Building in Commercial Women's Magazines in 1920s' Japan," Journal of Design History 18, no. 
1 (Spring 2005): 81-97. doi: 10.1 093/jdh/epi007.

 Richard Ronald, “Privatization, Commodification and Transformation in Japanese Housing: 6

Ephemeral House – Eternal Home,” International Journal of Consumer Studies 33, no. 5 
(September 2009): 558–65. doi:10.1111/j.1470-6431.
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incorporated study room was oriented towards the south and reserved for the male head of the 

household in early models, but some women incorporated their own study areas as well and 

saved the prized southern exposure for the living room.  But even the living room was initially 7

considered for the head of the household to host guests until pushback from Housing Reform and 

women’s school faculty changed it to a family-oriented gender neutral space. Conversely, the 

often-adjacent reception room for guests was seen as the housewife’s way to bridge the public 

with the private as a hostess and entertainer.  Empowered by shared stories from print 8

magazines, women were able to negotiate and redefine their own family spaces because of the 

flexibility in the floor plans they were presented with. These changes to Western-gendered rooms 

enabled Japanese women to take charge of the family-centered home, indicating revived 

autonomy for the housewife. 

However, even though women took prominent roles in overseeing home creation, men 

were still considered the physical owner of the home. Tours of elite homes in tabloids were 

always identified by the ownership of the patriarch, despite it being a women’s magazine. As 

social historian Sarah Teasley highlights, a 1923 Shufu no tomo issue gave readers a tour of 

architect Sano Riki’s home with the first words of the piece being, “What I visited the Doctor’s 

residence,” despite the fact that the tour was physically given by his wife, Mrs. Yasuda Zhuzoro. 

While the kitchen was attributed as “Mrs. Yasuda’s kitchen,” the actual image of its interior is 

personless, while Mrs. Yasuda can be found printed in a photograph beneath the kitchen, in front 

 Mariko Inoue, "Regendering Domestic Space: Modern Housing in Prewar Tokyo," Monumenta 7

Nipponica 58, no. 1 (Spring 2003): 79-102. www.jstor.org/stable/3096752.

 Mariko Inoue, "Regendering Domestic Space: Modern Housing in Prewar Tokyo," Monumenta 8

Nipponica 58, no. 1 (Spring 2003): 79-102. www.jstor.org/stable/3096752.
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of a wall serving a plate of food (fig. 5).  This contrast highlights the idea that the housewife was 9

simply a worker in the home; Mrs. Yasuda was a user of the kitchen while her husband was the 

actual owner of the kitchen. While some argue that women were able to take pride and 

ownership in their modern homes by spearheading home improvement and construction projects, 

this cultural “ownership” was largely symbolic.  

Moreover, it is important to highlight that the lifestyle improvement fervor was only 

accessible for the wealthy, yet it reshaped societal expectations for all women. Although interwar 

consumer magazines painted a picture of the Japanese housewife as a home expert or a self-made 

designer, for most, this construction was more of a glorified social ideal that it was a reality. The 

burden of becoming responsible for family health and wellbeing placed pressure on women to fit 

the social mold of a self-taught architect or a homeowner. Tabloids educated women about novel 

design elements, determined what was tasteful, advertised model homes and furniture, and 

provided financing tips, even though the majority of readers knew that professional architectural 

education or making expensive purchases was not realistic for them.  Additionally, the cultural 10

“scrap and build” approach to Japanese housing was sustained and kept construction turnaround 

high even past the interwar period, increasing social pressures from the housing market on 

women. This socioeconomic discrepancy was exacerbated by housing shortages as a result of the 

Great Kanto earthquake and economic instability during wartime. In fact, it was not until the mid 

  Sarah Teasley, "Home-Builder or Home-Maker? Reader Presence in Articles on Home-9

Building in Commercial Women's Magazines in 1920s' Japan," Journal of Design History 18, no. 
1 (Spring 2005): 81-97. doi: 10.1 093/jdh/epi007.
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1950s when most Japanese families were homeowners.  Thus, the effect that genre magazines 11

had on Japanese women was more sociocultural rather than economic. Instilling notions of what 

the “dream house” should look like and what architectural styles were deemed popular was a 

social pressure but economically could not manifest until readers were able to actually be 

homeowners in the following decades.  

The development of the modern Japanese home illuminates how gender roles shifted 

from the preindustrial to the interwar era. The shufu, coming from a social role of prominence 

and pride, was stifled into the okusan, who took charge of family welfare through the home 

environment. Industrialization and westernization paired with perceived autonomy within the 

domestic sphere encouraged the commodification of the housing market, which was mainly 

aimed towards women. The housewife magazine developed into an independent media genre, 

influencing what furniture was deemed appropriate, what floor plans became standard, and how 

space should be divided in the home. While historicization of interwar mass media has led to the 

false notion that print culture catered to the majority, even women who were homeowners in the 

interwar period were rarely accredited with physical ownership of their home, despite them being 

the ones who worked to construct, design, and implement the idea of the family-centered 

household. Ultimately, analyzing how the role of the Japanese housewife was reflected in the 

modern home reveals a narrative characterized by constraining disacknowledgement and false 

empowerment.  

 Richard Ronald, “Privatization, Commodification and Transformation in Japanese Housing: 11
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Figures 

Figure 1. Cover of Shufu no tomo (The Housewife’s Companion), 1900s. “Housewives' 

Magazines and Gender Confinement in Post-War Japan,” last modified April 26, 2017.  

 

Figure 2.  Photograph of a Daily Life Improvement League model room, Tokyo, 1922.  

Sarah Teasley, "Home-Builder or Home-Maker? Reader Presence in Articles on Home-Building 

in Commercial Women's Magazines in 1920s' Japan," 
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Figure 3.  Floor plan of a churoka style, or central hallway house.  Mariko Inoue, "Regendering 

Domestic Space: Modern Housing in Prewar Tokyo," Monumenta Nipponica 58, no. 1 (Spring 

2003): 79-102. 
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Figure 4.  Floor plan of an imachushin style, or central living room house. Mariko Inoue, 

"Regendering Domestic Space: Modern Housing in Prewar Tokyo," Monumenta Nipponica 58, 

no. 1 (Spring 2003): 79-102. 
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Figure 5.  Images accompanying architect Sano’s home tour article, Shufu no tomo, 1923. Sarah 

Teasley, "Home-Builder or Home-Maker? Reader Presence in Articles on Home-Building in 

Commercial Women's Magazines in 1920s' Japan,” 
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POWER AND SEX: 
FEMALE AGENCY IN EARLY MODERN SPAIN THROUGH THE

LENS OF "DON QUIXOTE"

          Women’s position in society has been fraught with challenges and difficulties across the history of

western Europe. Attitudes toward women have cycled through periods of recognition and dismissal varying by

time and geographic area, with intervals of relative agency altering with periods of loss of agency. The

tumultuous sixteenth and seventeenth centuries in the Iberian Peninsula, in which Spain controlled a global

colonial empire yet was simultaneously beset by internal social, political, and economic problems, are an

intriguing period in which to examine the status of women. The novel Don Quixote, published in two volumes

in 1605 and 1615 by Miguel de Cervantes, provides a unique window into social attitudes of the time by

incorporating richly detailed female protagonists. I focus on the female characters in the novel as a lens for

examining the historical veracity of female empowerment and social attitudes towards women in early modern

Spain. My analysis reveals that despite the external challenges and often overt misogyny of the early modern

period, many women still succeeded in carving out an active and constructive space in society. Cervantes,

through his nuanced female representations, was at the forefront of recognizing women’s power and agency,

anticipating the greater influence of women in society over the ensuing centuries.

Sara Eckmann is a second-year undergraduate studying History and German at UCLA. She enjoys

researching the historical representation of women in the medieval and early modern periods. Sara is on the

board of the UCLA Pre-Law Society, an active member of the Phi Alpha Theta History Honor Society, and

likes to play the piano.
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Published in the early seventeenth century, Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra’s The 

Ingenious Hidalgo Don Quixote de la Mancha provides a unique window into Spain’s social 

history and is a guide to the most significant issues confronting the people of Iberia in the early 

modern period.  The novel is widely regarded as one of the great literary works of the Western 1

tradition. Cervantes incorporates the conflicts of early modern Spain as well as the challenges of 

everyday people into his novel.  In particular, and the topic of this paper, he illuminates the role 2

of women in Iberia, especially unmarried, single, independent women. They play a major role in 

driving the plot of the novel and can be seen as the most intelligent and interesting characters in 

the book. Although the representation of women in Don Quixote has been the subject of 

extensive comparative literary studies,  in the following pages, I focus on the female characters 3

in the novel as a lens for examining the historical veracity of female empowerment and social 

attitudes towards women in early modern Spain. This paper first summarizes the historical 

background of the period and discusses the roles of women in early modern Spain. This is 

followed by a brief presentation of Cervantes’s life and a discussion of chivalry and chivalric 

novels in Spanish culture. These elements provide the background for an analysis of the female 

 Teofilo F. Ruiz, Spanish Society, 1348–1700, 2nd ed. (New York: Routledge, 2017), 301.1

 Lisa Vollendorf, “Cervantes and His Women Readers,” Romance Quarterly 52, no. 4 (2005): 2

312.

 Salient examples in English include the works of Anne J. Cruz, especially “Redressing 3

Dorotea” (2000); Ruth El Saffar, “In Praise of What is Left Unsaid: Thoughts on Women and 
Lack in Don Quijote” (1988); Teresa Ann Sears, “Sacrificial Lambs and Domestic Goddesses, 
or, Did Cervantes Write Chick Lit? (Being a Meditation on Women and Free Will)” (2001); 
Yvonne Jehenson “The Pastoral Episode in Cervantes’ Don Quijote: Marcela Once 
Again” (1990); Stacey Triplette, Chivalry Reading, and Women’s Culture in Early Modern 
Spain: From Amadís de Gaula to Don Quixote (2018); Stacey L. Parker Aronson, “‘Quizá 
volverán…’: Four Incidents of Rape (or Threatened Rape) in Don Quijote de la Mancha” (2014).
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characters in Don Quixote and their historical context. My analysis reveals that Cervantes, albeit 

not revolutionary, was at the forefront of recognizing women’s power and agency. His nuanced 

female representations anticipated the greater influence of women in society over the ensuing 

centuries. 

Spain in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries: The world of Cervantes 

 The sixteenth and seventeenth centuries in Spain were a time of rapid change and 

upheaval. Spain did not emerge as a unified political nation until the eighteenth century, so I use 

the term “Spain” here to refer to the many territories of the Iberian Peninsula that were later 

unified. Each of these territories had different geographies, ruling structures, laws, economies, 

and languages. In the early seventeenth century the various regions of medieval Spain had 

coalesced into the major regions of Castile and the Crown Aragon (which included Valencia, 

Aragon, and Catalonia), mostly due to the centralizing reign of Isabel (r. 1474–1504) and 

Ferdinand (r. 1479–1516). Beginning in 1492 with the discovery of the New World and 

accelerating in the sixteenth century, Spain acquired and ruled a vast colonial empire, becoming 

a global superpower. In 1516, the Habsburg monarch Charles V (known as Charles I in Spain) 

inherited the entirety of the Spanish kingdoms, including Castile and the Crown of Aragon, the 

Holy Roman Empire, which included Bohemia and major parts of Central Europe, the Low 

Countries (including the fabulously wealthy Flanders), the Aragonese claims in Italy and the 

eastern Mediterranean, and Castile’s vast territories oversees in the Americas and the Pacific.   4

 See Ruiz, Spanish Society, chapter 1, for a thorough discussion of Spain’s geography, divergent 4

regions, and colonial empire in the late medieval and early modern period.
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The sheer size and great wealth of the regions controlled by Spain brought challenges and 

political instability. During the reign of Phillip II in the late sixteenth century, and extending into 

the reigns of Phillip III, Phillip IV, and Charles II in the seventeenth and early eighteenth 

centuries, Spain entered a period of decline, plagued by religious warfare, disease, poverty, and 

population loss in the Iberian Peninsula.  These problems were compounded by the rulers’ 5

obsession with removing key segments of the population by forcing out Jews and Muslims from 

the peninsula. As part of this drive, involuntary conversions to Christianity were forced on 

Muslims in the sixteenth century, although many converted in name only, maintaining their 

religious practices, and came to be known by the pejorative term Moriscos. However, even these 

converted Muslims were expelled between 1609–1614 (a time concurrent with Cervantes’s 

writing of the second volume of Don Quixote), ending nine hundred years of Muslim presence in 

Spain. This period of political decline and social upheaval coincided with and perhaps spurred a 

growth of creativity and a flourishing of cultural production in an absence of strong religious or 

governmental control. The seventeenth century oversaw a Golden Age of great architectural, 

literary, and artistic achievements. El Greco and Diego Velázquez each created distinct styles of 

unique and influential artwork, Lope de Vega published almost one thousand plays, and 

Cervantes wrote his masterpiece, Don Quixote. 

Women in early modern Spain 

 To assess the historical veracity and context of female representation in Cervantes’s Don 

Quixote, it is important to discuss the roles of women in the culture of early modern Spain. 

Although no single framework or explanation can provide a definitive history of women in any 

 Ruiz, Spanish Society, 272.5
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period, a common approach is the examination of the asymmetric power distribution between the 

sexes. Inferior status and outright oppression were certainly relevant elements of women’s 

experience. Women were denied professional and educational opportunities, forced to conform to 

narrow male expectations of conduct, and endured the cumulative effects of misogynistic 

discourse at all levels. However, the history of women is not merely one of oppression. 

Regarding women only as victims reinforces a narrow view of passivity within a conceptual 

framework that elevates male ideals as the only measures of human behavior. It ignores the 

positive and essential ways in which women have functioned in society and exercised power.  6

Additionally, focus on only one aspect of the female experience does injustice to the complexity 

and multi-dimensionality of women acting not only in different societal and personal domains 

but also with different functions and status within those domains.  I will attempt to give a salient 7

history of women in early modern Spain that goes beyond oppression to highlight diverse female 

skills and roles as a prerequisite to understanding the broader context of women in Don Quixote. 

Religious and philosophical influences 

Religious traditions were major determinants of the role of women in early modern 

Spain. Muslim rule and influence dominated Spanish culture for centuries and was followed by 

Christian reconquest and lasting preeminence. Consequently, the position of women in the 

Iberian Peninsula was different from the rest of Europe in that it reflected the combined influence 

 For a longer discussion on history and feminist theory, see Gerda Lerner, “Placing Women in 6

History: Definition and Challenges,” Feminist Studies 3, no. ½ (Autumn, 1975): 5–14. See 
especially pages 5–6.

 Lerner, “Placing Women in History,” 9. Also see Amy Allen, The Power of Feminist Theory: 7

Domination, Resistance, Solidarity, 2nd ed. (New York: Routledge, 2018). 
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of Islam and Catholicism.  The Islamic female ideal was summarized by Susan Migden Socolow, 8

explaining that “the cloistered, sheltered woman, the woman protected in the home or the harem, 

continued to resonate in Iberian society, as did the strong link between female virginity and 

honor.”  Related ideals were advanced by the writings of early Christian church fathers.  Based 9 10

on their  biblical interpretation, women were both gullible and manipulative because they 

descended from Eve, who was easily tricked by the devil into committing humanity’s original 

sin.  Women were seen as dangerous to themselves, their family, and society at large if left 11

uncontrolled or uncloistered. This provided the justification for paternalism, the belief that men 

hold a dominant position over women with the inherent right to control their lives. As a result, a 

 Susan Migden Socolow, The Women of Colonial Latin America, 2nd ed. (New York: Cambridge 8

University Press, 2015), 5–6.

 Ibid., 6.9
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Paul, Origen, and Tertullian. St. Paul (5– c.64 CE), who wrote thirteen of the twenty-seven books 
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Bible that “Women should remain silent in the churches, they are not allowed to speak, but must 
be in submission, as the law says. If they want to inquire about something, they should ask their 
own husbands at home; for it is disgraceful for a woman to speak in the church” (1 Cor. 14:34–
35). St. Paul also references the supposed inferiority of Eve, stating that: “A woman should learn 
in quietness and full submission. I do not permit a woman to teach or to assume authority over a 
man; she must be quiet. For Adam was formed first, then Eve. And Adam was not the one 
deceived; it was the woman who was deceived and became a sinner” (1 Tim. 2:11–14). Origen 
(185–254 CE), a highly influential figure of early Christian theology, expanded upon the ideas of 
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things, or even saintly things, that is of little consequence, since they come from the mouth of a 
woman.” (cited from Tucker and Liefeld, Daughters of the Church, page 106). As a final 
example, Tertullian (155–240 CE), considered the father of Latin Christianity, called women a 
“kind of second human being…made by God for man’s assistance” (On the Veiling of Virgins, 
ch. 5, page 31).

 Teresa Anne Smith, “The Woman Question,” in The Emerging Female Citizen: Gender and 11

Enlightenment in Spain (Oakland: University of California Press, 2006), 19.
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woman’s place in society was primarily defined by her relationship to a man or paternalistic 

religious institution.   12

Religious views of female roles were formalized and codified by sermons, laws, decrees, 

pamphlets, and books.  Spanish thinkers and moralists crystalized through their writings the 13

predominant fifteenth and sixteenth century view of women.  Juan Luis Vives (1493–1540) 14

published a widely read guide to women’s behavior and education entitled The Education of a 

Christian Woman. This work, initially written for Henry VIII’s daughter Princess Mary, became 

popular with a general audience as the leading instructional manual for women across Europe.  15

Vives states: “If she is a good woman, it is best that she stay at home and be unknown to others. 

In company, it is befitting that she be retiring and silent, with her eyes cast down so that some 

perhaps may see her, but none will hear her,”  reinforcing the idea that women should remain 16

secluded and passive. Additionally, Vives, like the early Christian church fathers, uses negative 

biblical representations of women to justify limiting their role in society: “Therefore, since 

woman is a weak creature and of uncertain judgement and is easily deceived (as Eve, the first 

parent of mankind, demonstrated, who the devil deluded with such a slight pretext), she should 

not teach, lest when she has convinced herself of some false opinion, she transmit it to her 

 Socolow, The Women of Colonial Latin America, 6–7.12

 Lisa Vollendorf, The Lives of Women: A New History of Inquisitional Spain (Nashville: 13

Vanderbilt University Press, 2005), 185.
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listeners in her role as a teacher and easily drag others into her error.”  Other Spanish thinkers 17

and writers of the period agreed that women were less intelligent, rational, and wise than men, 

constitutionally incapable of dealing with matters of substance.   18

These misogynistic writings played a large role in shaping the patriarchal laws and 

institutions of early modern Spain that excluded women from public life.  However, the 19

ideologic mantra of female enclosure and inferiority that dominated early modern Spanish 

writings cannot be used to historically represent women’s lived experiences.  Many of these 20

dogmatic works of prescriptive literature do not show what women did, felt, or experienced, but 

what men thought women should do. The insistence on female inferiority accompanied by 

critical instruction embodies a defensive male ideology that expresses tension within society as 

women in the early modern period widened the gap between their reality and traditional male 

expectations.   21

 Ibid., 72.17

 Examples of such thinkers are Fray Luis de León, who wrote the very popular and well-read 18

La perfecta casada (The Perfect Wife), first published in 1583, advising women on the proper 
duties and behavior of a married women; Fray Martín Córdoba, who wrote a 1468 treatise on 
women and behavior entitled Jardín de nobles donzellas (Garden of Nobel Women); and Juan de 
la Cerda, who wrote the 1599 book Vida política de todo los estados de las mujeres (The 
Political Life of All of Women’s Estates) advising on how to properly “nurture and conserve” 
Christian women.
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Education and property ownership 

 Education had different functions for women and men in early modern Spain. Women 

were traditionally taught reading and writing solely for devotional and domestic purposes, 

whereas men were encouraged to broadly embrace the humanist legacy of the European 

Renaissance. These educational objectives mirrored those of other Western countries.  Reading 22

and writing were taught separately. Many women were only taught reading so they could 

understand devotional texts but did not learn writing because it was thought to encourage 

immoral behavior.  No university admitted female students. The guild of primary school 23

teachers taught reading, writing, and arithmetic only to boys.  However, while formal 24

opportunities for female education were limited, private and informal education of women 

sometimes took place in the homes of women teachers (called colegios de amigas) or in 

convents, which were the most democratic and principal sources of literary instruction for 

women in early modern Spain. Education could also be provided by tutors or through mothers.  25

In many instances, the responsibility to educate girls was considered to be a maternal task. 

Artists and humanists celebrated Saint Anne as a teacher to her daughter Mary, who, in turn, 

educated her son Jesus.  The most famous contemporary example of a mother-educator in the 26

 Vollendorf, The Lives of Women, 171.22

 Anne J. Cruz, “Introduction” in Women’s Literacy in Early Modern Spain and the New World 23

ed. by Anne J. Cruz and Rosilie Hernández (Surrey: Ashgate Publishing, 2011), 1.
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early modern period was the fifteenth-century queen of Castile, Isabel I, who provided her four 

daughters and one son with a comparable and excellent humanist education.  Although the poor 27

and lower middle class were usually only able to achieve a basic level of literacy, women of the 

upper middle class and nobility often became sufficiently literate to participate in active domestic 

and business roles, take on leadership positions in convents, or even achieve status as writers 

themselves.  28

  Women in early modern Spain, especially in Castile, had comparatively more property 

rights than women in the rest of Europe. Castilian law mandated equitable inheritance for all 

legitimate children of a marriage, meaning that both males and females were legal heirs. Women, 

regardless of their marital status, could inherit and own property. The custom of bequeathing an 

entire estate to the eldest son, called primogeniture, did not exist in the Iberian Peninsula.  29

Additionally, it was impossible to disinherit legitimate children, making it rare for women to be 

dispossessed as heirs. Women had the same basic legal rights as men in regard to inheriting, 

owning, buying, selling, exchanging, and donating property. Even in marriage, a women’s 

property remained legally separate from that of her husband and, consequently, children could 

inherit separately from their mother and father. Tied to the concept of separate maternal and 

paternal property inheritance, children took the last names of both their mother and father, 

underlining the relevance of separate maternal and paternal lineage.  Women’s ability to 30

 Cruz, “Introduction,” 3–4.27

 Ibid., 2.28

 Nadar, “Introduction,” 5,13.29

 Socolow, The Women of Colonial Latin America, 9.30
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maintain their own property and lineage demonstrates that they had a measure of legal freedom 

and autonomy that allowed them to exercise meaningful independence. 

Honor and virtue 

 In early modern Spanish society, honor was vested upon the female body. In the 

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, a declining empire tightened its attempts at social control, 

with women becoming the targets of heightened anxiety. Laws and conduct books focused on the 

need to maintain sexual purity. Humanists exhorted the need for women to remain in the home to 

preserve chastity and piety. More than three dozen wife-murder plays written by men during the 

period demonstrate a generalized anxiety about women and sexuality.  Loss of virginity before 31

marriage or marital infidelity, presumed or actual, brought dishonor and stained the reputation of 

fathers, brothers, husbands, family, and the entire community.  Punishment in the form of 32

banishment or even death fell on women as the weakest link in the chain of dishonor, regardless 

of whether the women themselves had engaged in the transgressions or whether they were 

victims of male predation such as rape, kidnapping, or slander. Women were compelled to hide 

rape from their own families, who would have shunned them despite their innocence.  Honor 33

and virtue were addressed in many literary works of the late medieval and early modern Iberian 

period.  As clearly expressed by Juan Luis Vives in The Education of a Christian Woman: “In a 34

woman, no one requires eloquence or talent or wisdom or professional skills or administration of 

 Vollendorf, The Lives of Women, 4.31
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the republic or justice or generosity; no one asks anything of her but chastity. If that one thing is 

missing, it is as if all were lacking to a man. In a woman, chastity is the equivalent of all 

virtues.”  As an example of the importance of honor being vested on women and not men, when 35

Henry VIII wanted a divorce from Catherine of Aragon, although clearly because of his lust for 

Anne Boleyn and his desire to father a male heir, it was Catherine who was publicly faulted for 

not coming to the marriage chaste and virginial, as she had been briefly married to Henry’s older 

brother Arthur.  36

 The Roman Catholic church also stressed the importance of female virginity before 

marriage and modesty and fidelity after. The church’s concept of sin stressed the sins of the flesh, 

a view further enhanced by the Counter-Reformation in the early modern period which 

emphasized the link between sex and sin.  The ideal woman in Iberian Christian culture was the 37

Virgin Mary, who was both sexually pure and a mother, thereby making her impossible to 

emulate. Yet, she was a model for all female behavior, a combination of sexual purity, perfect 

motherhood, stoic suffering, and sacrifice.  The church worked to protect female virtue and 38

control female sexuality by the use of the confessional, ecclesiastical visits, enclosure, and the 

Inquisition.  The idea of female virtue was also entwined with “purity of blood” (limpieza de 39

 Vives, The Education of a Christian Woman, 85.35

 Nuria Silleras-Fernandez, “Conclusion: Feminine Virtue, Female Agency, and the Legacy of 36
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sangre), the proven absence of Jewish or Moorish ancestry.  Female virtue was a major concern 40

in ensuring that no impure blood entered a family’s lineage. Thus, the control of female sexuality 

was a socially acceptable method to guarantee the purity of children’s blood.   41

 However, despite the generalized view of female sexuality based on the work of 

moralists, church leaders, and literature, Allyson Poska argues that historians may be projecting 

the particularistic concerns of a tiny elite onto the entire peninsula.  Spanish women were not 42

likely to marry earlier than women in other European societies, little evidence of female 

seclusion actually exists, and often high illegitimacy rates seems to prove that early modern 

Spanish society was no more sexually restrictive that the rest of early modern Europe.   43

Additionally, the legal system of early modern Spain provided some protection for sexually 

active single women. Abigail Dyer, in her work “Seduction by Promise of Marriage,” argues that 

Spaniards’ sexual behavior did not conform to either an honor code or Catholic doctrine, and that 

 The concept of limpieza de sangre greatly influenced the Iberian Peninsula in the early modern 40

period and was deeply connected with the Reconquista and the Inquisition. Those with “pure 
blood” were known as Old Christians or cristianos viejos. In Don Quixote, both Dorotea and 
Sancho claim to be Old Christians, which was seen as a badge of honor as well as being an 
advantageous legal category. However, great amounts of money and some legal alchemy usually 
succeeded at creating a “perfect pedigree.”
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the justice systems mitigated the tension between behavior and norms by transforming shame 

into honor. Women who had pre-marital sexual relations could seek legal remedy for “seduction 

by promise of marriage” (estupro bajo palabra de matrimonio).  In a winning case, the man was 44

forced to marry the woman or give her money for a dowry that could be used to attract future 

husbands despite her “impurity.” It provided women with a means to shift blame for sexual 

misconduct onto a male partner, thus absolving themselves of sexual impurity. Seduction trials 

mitigated the worst consequences of the honor code and allowed men and women more leeway 

in their sexual relations.  Scott K. Taylor, in his book Honor and Violence in Golden Age Spain, 45

concurs that honor was not a rigid code in Spanish society, but rather a process of rhetoric, 

exchange, and bargaining.  Women may have understood and strategically employed the 46

rhetoric of honor, but their lives did not conform to its ideal.  Additionally, regional and class 47

differences among Spaniards played a large role in determining how the rhetoric of honor 

affected women’s lives.  Although according to early modern moralists and church leaders it 48

 Cervantes reports of such a lawsuit. Sancho Panza’s wife, Teresa, mentions in a letter to 44

Sancho that “Pedro de Lobo’s son has taken minor order in the hope of becoming a priest, and 
when Mingo Silvato’s granddaughter Minguilla found out she sued him for breach of promise – 
the gossips say he’s put her in the family way, but he denies it flat,” (Don Quixote, 844) showing 
how common these types of cases were in Spain, especially in the case of women’s pregnancy.
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appears that honor was merely a matter of female sexuality, women’s honor actually 

encompassed other aspects of their lives beyond sex and marriage, including their roles in village 

society.   49

Unique areas of female agency 

 In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, with Spain’s expansion into the Americas, men 

had more freedom to travel, and often left their wives and children to become soldiers, sailors, 

merchants, and royal officials in other parts of the world. Emigrating husbands often left 

property and childcare duties to their wives, giving women the opportunity to assume 

traditionally male roles. These circumstances are detailed by Mary Elizabeth Perry in her book 

Gender and Disorder in Early Modern Seville. In 1525, Andres Navagero, the Venetian 

ambassador to Spain, wrote a description of Seville marveling that because so many men had left 

for the New World, Seville had become a city “in the hands of women.”  Departing husbands 50

frequently gave wives power of attorney.  Notarized documents from the sixteenth century 51

indicate that in the absence of their husbands, women bought, rented, and sold property, made 

wills, organized the care of their young children, and arranged marriages for their daughters and 

sons.  These actions and responsibilities demonstrate that while Vives and other sixteenth-52

century writers idealized a life of passivity and enclosure, the reality of the economic and social 
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conditions in early modern Spain propelled many women to actively control property and their 

families.   53

 Another example of women’s agency in the absence of their husbands is illuminated by 

Grace E. Coolidge in her work “Neither Dumb, Deaf, nor Destitute of Understanding.” In the 

early modern period, it was not unusual for disease, warfare, or criminal convictions to remove 

the male head of the family. Consequently, children and property were frequently controlled by 

guardians. In spite of prescriptive gender roles recommending that estates and children be 

controlled by men, more than eighty percent of noblemen in this period chose their wives to be 

the guardians of their children.  Spanish noblemen understood that their wives were the most 54

knowledgeable and trustworthy persons to care for their estates and children, which was more 

important than traditional ideas of gender. Wives were expected and educated to conduct the 

economic and political affairs of their families. Women headed many of the most prominent 

noble families in Spain and were among the most powerful women in Europe in the early 

modern period.   55

Influential female individuals 

 To understand the history of early modern Spanish women, it is illustrative to discuss two 

important female individuals who defined discourse surrounding women in the political and 

religious domains and served as inspirations to many. Although the history of notable women 
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does not capture the broad female experience,  the unique women I discuss here demonstrate the 56

challenges and confines of claiming female power in a male-dominated political world.  

Isabel I (1451–1504) was one of the first female monarchs in all of Europe, and her 

accession and reign demonstrate the possibilities of female leadership as well as the misogynistic 

structures and attitudes of early modern Spain. Isabel’s rule was controversial from the start, as 

her right to succeed to the Castilian throne was highly contested.  With the death of the previous 57

monarch, Enrique IV, in 1474, the people of Spain, particularly the nobility, were anxious for a 

strong ruler who would deliver the nation from years of court intrigue and turmoil. The Iberian 

Peninsula had practically no history of female monarchs and the general European consensus 

was also to avoid female rule whenever possible, due to women’s perceived fickle and weak 

nature.  But despite the handicap of gender, Isabel boldly asserted her monarchical power from 58

the beginning, moving smoothly to consolidate her authority in Castile largely without the 

presence of her husband, Ferdinand.  During her rule, Isabel successfully organized and 59

consolidated Castilian society, as well as united Castile and the Crown of Aragon for the first 

time through her earlier strategic marriage to Ferdinand. As F. Sánchez y Escribano writes, “her 

intellectual powers were recognized by her contemporaries and became proverbial, to the extent 

that the sculptor of her recumbent statue in the Cathedral at Granada shows a dent at the point 
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where her head touches the pillow, whereas King Ferdinand’s pillow is perfectly straight.”  60

However, Isabel ensured that her femininity and status as a woman was represented in a 

traditional sense. Her chroniclers emphasized her marriage to Ferdinand and portrayed her as the 

ideal mother, likening her to the Virgin Mary. Many male writers of the period expressed anxious 

responses to a female monarch who did not adhere to traditional uxorial duties and expectations. 

These men doubted that God would have entrusted the restoration of the essentially masculine 

Castilian qualities of hierarchy, order, authority, unity, religious orthodoxy, and sexual and ethnic 

purity to a woman.  The careful image that Isabel constructed, as well as the consternation her 61

presence on the throne elicited in some contemporaries, shows that while views of the female sex 

were slowly advancing and women were able to achieve new levels of power and prestige, 

misogynistic discourse still dominated views of women in fifteenth-century Castile.     62

 Isabel’s accomplishments in the secular sphere were mirrored by Saint Teresa of Ávila 

(1515–1582) in the religious realm.  In spite of strong opposition from conservative church 63

fathers, Teresa sought to and succeeded in creating convent spaces where women would be free 

to develop an intimacy with God expressed through female-authored religious writings and 

networks of mutual spiritual support.  Church fathers disparaged educated and outspoken 64
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female religious, maintaining that women’s intellectual inferiority and sensuality made them 

susceptible to deception by false prophets.  For this reason, these men contended that female 65

knowledge and influence posed a danger to society.  Through her writings, especially her book 66

Interior Castle (1577), Teresa bravely defended women’s direct access to God as well as their 

right to maintain a meaningful level of education and ecclesiastical authority in a socio-political 

environment where church leaders deprived women of any spiritual, theological, or religious 

power.  In her lifetime, Teresa spent years freely traveling through Spain, founding sixteen new 67

convents and one monastery, writing and publishing extensively, and establishing the previously 

rejected mysticism as an important and accepted form of Christian belief.  She served as a 68

model and inspiration for many women to pursue a monastic life, engage intellectually in 

religious matters, and more broadly, advance their education and acquire literacy. Due to her 

initiative and influence, convents became settings where women found intellectual freedom and 

forged female communities that became centers of learning and independence.   69

Isabel I and St. Teresa of Ávila serve as salient and distinctive examples of inspirational 

and influential women in early modern Spain who indicated the possibilities and challenges of 

women establishing an active role in society. However, while the lives of Isabel and Teresa are 

seemingly unique, it must be acknowledged that they are merely more visible today due to their 
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historical prominence and associated extensive record—their ambition and success in becoming 

productive and distinguished were by no means unique. Spanish women were active in public, 

private, secular, and religious spheres. They worked in schools, convents and businesses; as 

vendors, seamstresses, and healers. They served as community leaders, educators, and 

reformers.  Although prescriptive literature of the period urges and appears to demonstrate a 70

diminished role for women, in actuality many succeeded in carving out an active and 

constructive space in society. This background provides the framework with which to examine 

women characters and their characteristics in Cervantes’s novel Don Quixote. 

Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra 

It is useful to preface any discussion of Don Quixote with an examination of the colorful 

life of the author, Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra, in order to understand how real-life 

experiences influenced the setting and characters of the novel. Cervantes was born in 1547 in the 

Castilian city of Alcalá de Henares to a poor Spanish surgeon, and although relatively little is 

known about his life, it is evident that it was fairly typical (though far from easy) for someone of 

his class and background. He was met with repeated failures and misfortunes and did not achieve 

early literary success. At the age of twenty-four, he served as a soldier at the Battle of Lepanto 

(1571), in which Christian naval fleets defeated those of the Ottoman Empire. He was injured 

while fighting and lost the use of his left arm. However, he was proud of his wound, and 

considered his participation in the battle as one of the great achievements of his life. On his way 

home, he was captured by pirates in 1575 and taken hostage in Algiers for five years. After three 

failed escape attempts, he was finally ransomed in 1580.  
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Upon his return to Spain, Cervantes struggled to make a living, as his work in the theatre 

met with only moderate success. He had trouble supporting not only his wife, Catalina de 

Palacious Salazar Vozmediano, but also an illegitimate daughter, Isabel de Saavedra, from an 

earlier liaison with another woman, Ana Franca de Rojas. In the 1580s, he worked as a tax 

collector in and around Seville, but dispute over the handling of his accounts landed him in jail 

several times. He began writing Don Quixote, apparently prompted in part by his experience in 

jail, sometime in the closing years of the sixteenth century. Cervantes was fifty-eight when the 

first volume of Don Quixote was published in 1605. The novel became immensely successful. 

The last ten years of his life were prosperous and productive, and Don Quixote was quickly 

translated into many languages, becoming a best-seller. In 1614, an apocryphal second volume of 

Don Quixote appeared, penned by someone under the name of Alonso Fernández de Avellaneda. 

This spurious second volume pressed Cervantes into finishing his own second volume, which 

appeared in 1615, one year before his death in 1616.   71

Cervantes’s own life is reflected in his book, most notably with the captive’s tale which 

contains many autobiographical elements of his time in Algiers, but also in more subtle ways. 

His different relationships with women likely influenced their portrayal in his novel as realistic 

and multi-dimensional personalities. Throughout the novel, many aspects of Spain’s social and 

political history are recounted. In this regard, a critical reading of Don Quixote can provide 

valuable insights into the culture and history of early modern Spain.    

For more a more detailed discussion of Cervantes’s life, see Roberto González Echevarría, 71

introduction to The Ingenious Hidalgo Don Quixote de la Mancha, by Miguel de Cervantes 
Saavedra, (London: Penguin Books, 2001); also see Jean Canavaggio, Cervantes, trans. by J. R. 
Jones (New York: W. W. Norton and Company, 1990) for further autobiographical details.
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Chivalry and chivalric novels in late medieval and early modern Spain 

Chivalry was deeply entwined in the culture of late medieval and early modern Spain and 

plays an outsized role in Cervantes’s novel. The fifteenth and sixteenth centuries witnessed the 

popularity across Spain and much of Europe of a cult of chivalry, romance, and devotion to an 

idealized concept of women. These customs thrived in the royal courts and among the high 

nobility, where romance and knight-errantry were privileged as exalted codes of conduct.  72

Chivalry was represented in and heavily influenced by literature, and a circularity existed 

between fiction and reality. Stories of knights and their deeds were often acted out by members 

of the nobility in their real lives. As one example, Prince Phillip, before he became the king of 

Spain as Phillip II in 1556, attended feasts at Binche in Flanders (which was at the time part of 

the Spanish empire) in 1549 that included an elaborate enactment of a fictional journey of a 

knight-errant with many elements borrowed from twelfth-century romances and the popular 

fifteenth-century chivalric novel Amadís de Gaula. Phillip was dramatically issued a challenge 

insisting that all true knights must attempt to remove an enchanted sword from a rock in order to 

defeat a wicked magician imprisoning other knights. After two days, and many “failed” attempts 

by other knights to pass through three successive pas d’armes, Phillip grandiosely entered and 

theatrically defeated with ease all the knights in the pas d’armes to remove the enchanted sword 

from the stone. The necessary extensive involvement and planning by the Flemish and Spanish 

royalty and nobles to perform these acts for Phillip’s benefit demonstrate the importance that 

 Teofilo F. Ruiz, Spain’s Centuries of Crisis: 1300–1474 (Chichester: Wiley-Blackwell, 2011), 72

193, and Ruiz, Spanish Society, 80–81.
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these imaginary challenges and the code of chivalry held in the Spanish imagination.  Largely 73

based on events from novels, this reenactment demonstrates that the seemingly unrealistic, even 

deranged actions of the central character in Don Quixote had real-life precedents. 

Although chivalric novels had begun to lose favor in royal circles in the early seventeenth 

century when Don Quixote was published, their spirit stayed very much alive in Spanish culture 

and they remained widely popular across social classes, as illustrated by several characters in 

Cervantes’s novel. Dorotea, who was wealthy but not a member of the nobility, is a reader of 

chivalric novels, as are Luscinda and Don Quixote, both members of the lower nobility. The 

Duchess and her husband, who are grandees, members of the very highest nobility in Spain, are 

readers of chivalric novels, as is Sansón Carrasco, a college student. All these characters are 

thoroughly familiar with the tropes of chivalry and employ them for their own purposes. In the 

second volume of the novel, Don Quixote repeatedly meets people throughout the Spanish 

countryside who have read his first volume,  demonstrating the widespread nature of chivalric 74

readership. Even for the lower classes, who often could not read, novels of chivalry provided 

escapist fantasies and opportunities for sharing in communal readings. In the novel, Maritones 

and the innkeeper’s daughter, members of the lower classes, both appreciate and understand 

 For a full description of the events at Binche, see Teofilo F. Ruiz, A King Travels: Festive 73

Traditions in Late Medieval and Early Modern Spain, (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 
2012), 234–238.

 One of the delightful aspects of Don Quixote is its self-referential nature. Throughout the 74

second volume, Don Quixote and Sancho encounter many people across social classes, including 
women, who have read the first volume detailing their adventures. Cervantes uses this as an 
opportunity to address criticism and mistakes from his first volume, most notably in a discussion 
between Sansón Carrasco, Don Quixote, and Sancho in chapters two through four in volume 
two.
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chivalric novels through out-loud readings. The innkeeper expresses this fondness for the genre: 

“I can truly say they’ve given me new life, and plenty of other people besides. At harvest time, 

lots of reapers come in here on rest-days, and there are always some who can read, and one of 

them picks up one of these books, and more than thirty of us gather around him, and we enjoy 

listening so much that it takes all our worries away.”  The widespread existence of aural 75

consumption of novels is further demonstrated in a chapter title of the second volume: 

“Concerning what he who reads it will see, and what he who has it read to him will hear.”  76

Thus, Cervantes captures the continued relevance and consumption of chivalric novels well into 

the early modern period among all social classes. 

Female readership of chivalric novels 

Cervantes’s portrayal of women readers of all classes in Don Quixote reflects a newly 

emerging culture of female readership in the seventeenth century. As Lisa Vollendorf notes: “In a 

short period that coincided with the literary maturation of Miguel de Cervantes, women were an 

increasingly important force as consumers and producers of literature, as well as participants in 

public life.”  This shift in women’s literacy and literary interests occurred in large part due to 77

the Counter-Reformation encouraging the establishment of more convents, which were the main 

centers of learning for women, as well as the example of Teresa of Ávila, whose work was 

 Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra, The Ingenious Hidalgo Don Quixote de la Mancha, trans. John 75

Rutherford, 2 vols. (London: Penguin Books, 2001), 290.

 Title of chapter sixty-six in volume 2. Cervantes, Don Quixote, 934.76

 Vollendorf, “Cervantes and His Women Readers,” 316.77
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widely read in the sixteenth century. Literacy was uneven and generally limited in Spain;  it has 78

been estimated that comprehensive female reading ability in sixteenth-century Spain ranged from 

0% in rural areas to 40% in urban areas.  Female literacy also varied along class lines—almost 79

all Spanish noblewomen were literate.  Furthermore, many readers were merely aural 80

consumers of texts, as described by the innkeeper in Don Quixote, and thus the number of 

women that had contact with literature was undoubtably much higher. Cervantes would have 

likely observed women’s increased consumption of literature, and his representation of many 

literate women in his novel explores and reflects the seventeenth-century evolution in women’s 

relationship to literary works.  81

Increased literacy among women brought new condemnation by traditional male 

moralists. Vives expressed disdain at women reading novels of entertainment such as chivalry, 

which he decried as vacuous vices that would lead women, with their naturally weak and 

susceptible nature, astray, even going so far as to state that “the pernicious books [are]…filled 

with endless absurdities…All these books were written by idle, unoccupied, ignorant men, the 

slaves of vice and filth.”  Vives argued that women should instead read devotional books of 82

scripture or books of morality and proper behavior. This viewpoint filtered through Spanish 

society and can be seen in the mother of the innkeeper in Don Quixote telling her daughter, who 

 Protestant nations tended to have much higher literacy rates than Catholic ones, due to their 78

emphasis on personal reading of the Bible.

 Vollendorf, “Cervantes and His Women Readers,” 314.79

 Nadar, “Introduction,” 11.80

 Vollendorf, “Cervantes and His Women Readers,” 316–317.81

 Vives, The Education of a Christian Woman, 74–75.82
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was discussing aspects of chivalric novels, “Hush, my girl…it isn’t right for young women to 

know or say so much.”  However, all of the literate women Cervantes depicts do not follow 83

moralists’ prescriptive rules, but read books of chivalry, ranging from Amadís de Gaula to the 

first volume of Don Quixote. This reflects reality, as inventories of books owned by women from 

the merchant and aristocratic classes in the early modern period show that chivalric novels, such 

as Amadís de Gaula, were among the most frequently owned.  Cervantes’s broad representation 84

of literate women, from the highest to the lowest classes, and especially of women who read 

chivalric novels, reflects a newly emerging reading culture in early modern Spain and spurns 

traditionalist views surrounding women and reading. 

Women in chivalry 

 The idea of conventional chivalry was a male construct, involving men staging fake 

battles with lances and horses to prove their superiority and bravery. Although knights (including 

Don Quixote) claimed to be fighting for a woman, it was merely the image of a woman, a flat 

character with no personality, revered for passive traits such as beauty and virtue, rather than 

active intelligence or independence. Chivalry placed women on a pedestal, admiring them, yet by 

doing so created an ideal of perfection that did not reflect reality and continued only as long as it 

remained unfulfilled. Emulating books of chivalry, notably Amadís de Gaula, Don Quixote 

reveres his lady Dulcinea del Toboso in an utterly unrealistic manner. He changes her real name, 

Aldonsa Lorenzo, to the more majestic Dulcinea to give the impression that she is a lady in a 

chivalric novel, describing her as having “a rank that of princess at least, for she is my queen and 

 Cervantes, Don Quixote, 291.83

 Lisa Vollendorf, “Navigating the Atlantic Divide: Women, Education, and Literacy in Iberia 84

and the Americas,” in Women of the Iberian Atlantic, 22.
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lady; her beauty superhuman, for in her all the impossible and chimerical attributes of loveliness 

that poets ascribe to their ladies become reality: her hair really is golden…and her cheeks roses, 

and her lips coral,…and her complexion snow.”  This description is far from reality, since 85

Dulcinea is truly a peasant girl Don Quixote has never met and who does manual labor on her 

family’s farm. Don Quixote’s view is merely a chivalric idealization of what a woman should be 

but ignores reality.  

 The depiction of the idealized chivalric attitudes in Don Quixote has historic, real-life 

roots, as exemplified by Suero de Quiñones, one of the noblemen in Álvaro de Luna’s entourage. 

In the early 1430s, he was known to publicly wear an iron collar around his neck as a sign of his 

self-perceived suffering as a “prisoner of love.” He held a pas d’armes on the (very busy) 

pilgrimage road to Compostela, refusing to move until he had broken 300 lances in honor of his 

lady to free him from his “captivity.” In other displays, many knights pierced their legs and arms 

with knives or arrows, until their lady would come to free them from their “prison of love.”  86

Although Cervantes reiterates chivalric ideals of women, he is acutely aware of their 

imaginary nature. Don Quixote asks Sancho “Do you really believe that the Amaryllises, 

Phyllises, Sylvias, Dianas, Galateas, Alidas and others that fill books, ballads, barbers’ shops and 

theatre stages were real ladies of flesh and blood, and the mistresses of those that praise and have 

praised them? No, of course not, the poets themselves invent most of them.”  Throughout the 87

novel, Don Quixote switches back and forth between chivalric tropes and critical self-awareness, 

 Cervantes, Don Quixote, 100.85

 Ruiz, Spain’s Centuries of Crisis, 193–194.86

 Cervantes, Don Quixote, 216.87
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which can go as far as to be read as a parody of chivalric literature’s feminist ideal. Don 

Quixote’s apotheosized description of Dulcinea, juxtaposed with her real counterpart, Aldonsa, 

satirically shows that “ideal” women, like Dulcinea, simply do not exist.  The distance and 88

discrepancies between chivalric ideals and reality in Don Quixote provide fertile ground for 

interpretation of female agency. The depiction of specific and unique women in the novel, when 

considered in relation to historic chivalric ideals, not only upends those ideals, but also 

introduces and amplifies concepts of women’s agency that break the mold of passivity and 

embrace autonomy in thought and action. 

Female agency in Don Quixote 

 Female agency is a broad concept that varies across eras and cultures, but for the purpose 

of this analysis of early modern Spain it is taken to mean active intelligence and independence 

from traditional gender roles. I will specifically focus on four broad categories of agency: 

intelligence and social perspicacity, gender interactions, social customs, and honor and virtue. 

These topics will be examined through the characters of Dorotea, Marcela, Camila, Zoraida, and 

Ana Félix in Don Quixote, who embody dimensions of female agency in early modern Spain. 

The tension between the women’s authorial depiction and real-life circumstances in Spain 

facilitates a discussion of the historical veracity and potential of female agency, and thus 

provides insight into the state of women at the end of the seventeenth century and its relationship 

to modernity.  

 Mindy Badía, “Dulcinea del Toboso,” in The Feminist Encyclopedia of Spanish Literature: 88

Volume 1, A–M, ed. by Janet Pérez and Maureen Ihrie (Westport, Connecticut: Greenwood Press, 
2002), 202.
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Active intelligence and social perspicacity 

Women’s active and outspoken intelligence was controversial in the early seventeenth 

century. Although more women were beginning to participate in literary and intellectual culture 

and take on active roles in society, this caused significant consternation and opposition.  Male 89

moralists and church leaders continued to espouse to women a doctrine of enclosure, passivity, 

and limited domiciliary education. However, examples of wit and intelligence of women abound 

in Don Quixote. The wealthy shepherdess Marcela is described as “leaving everyone astonished 

as much at her intelligence as her beauty” after giving an impassioned speech.  Another female 90

character, Zoraida, “has a good mind and clear and ready understanding” of Christian imagery 

she had never seen before.  A woman captain, Ana Félix, “won over [the audience] by her 91

beauty and her intelligence, because the Morisco girl was remarkable for both.”  The consistent 92

admiration of women’s intelligence, in contrast to the lack of such praise for any of the male 

characters, demonstrates the individuality and agency of the women portrayed in the novel and 

reveals Cervantes progressive stance on women’s active intellectual skills.  

 The character of Dorotea is an example not only of active intelligence but also of how 

women molded their public image to conform to men’s ideals, thus increasing their individual 

agency. Dorotea is praised throughout the novel as being quick-witted, sensible, and clever. 

Despite not being a high-born noble, she is bold and proud of her station in life.  She was 93

 Cruz, “Introduction,” 11.89

 Cervantes, Don Quixote, 111.90

 Ibid., 394.91

 Ibid., 925.92

 Ruiz, Spanish Society, 304.93
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uniquely accomplished as the manager of her wealthy father’s large estate, stating “I was in 

charge of hiring and dismissing the servants, I controlled all the sowing and harvesting... I 

managed everything that a very wealthy farmer like my father can and does possess, and I was 

both the stewardess and the mistress of it all, with so much diligence on my part and so much 

satisfaction on his that I couldn’t begin to say how splendid everything was.”  The management 94

of a large estate as described by Dorotea would have necessitated a high level of literacy and 

active involvement in society and the town economy. However, when recounting her background 

to an audience of men, she explains: “I spent my life, then, with so much to keep me busy, and in 

a seclusion which could be compared to that of a nunnery, and unseen, or so I thought, by anyone 

except the servants, because when I went to mass it was so early in the morning, and I was so 

closely attended by my mother and other maidservants and so carefully veiled and withdrawn 

that my eyes hardly glimpsed anything other than the ground I trod.”  Yet, this type of seclusion 95

would have been incompatible with the leadership role she played on her family estate. She 

actively managed the servants, herds, and olive- and wine-presses, oversaw the sowing and 

harvesting, and thus presumably participated in the village economy to buy and sell crops and 

goods. Therefore, it appears that Dorotea’s description of seclusion is merely an attempt to 

fabricate conformity to an early modern ideal of women that she chose not to fulfill. This can be 

compared to Isabel I, who sought to appear as the consummate traditional mother and wife, yet 

was one of the most politically powerful women in Spain.  

 Cervantes, Don Quixote, 251.94

 Ibid., 251.95
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With Dorotea’s self-articulated persona, Cervantes scorns the futility of traditional female 

roles and prescribed behavior in early modern Spain. It is clear that seclusion was not possible 

for many women who played a role in estate management, the merchant economy, or business. 

However, women would strategically employ the rhetoric of female seclusion and enclosure to 

soothe men rankled by their growing and competing role in society. Dorotea’s description of her 

seclusion seems ironic in relation to her prodigious intelligence and activity. Her ability to 

cleverly manipulate her public image demonstrates great perspicacity that allows for increased 

agency and more broadly reveals ways in which real-life early modern Spanish women were able 

to succeed in a patriarchal society. 

Female dominance in gender interactions 

In early modern Iberia, gender interactions were traditionally defined by clear 

expectations, with women obliged to maintain their chastity and honor, behave with honesty and 

virtue, and passively allow men to make major decisions. Vives writes that “A woman must not 

rashly follow her own judgement…they should be subject to men.”  However, these 96

expectations are not followed in Don Quixote. As one example of a woman taking charge of her 

own life and decisions, Zoraida, a Muslim woman wishing to convert to Christianity, orchestrates 

her own escape from her wealthy father’s home in Algiers by assertively asking Christian 

captives to help her, providing the money and means for them to ensure their and her own 

release. She is “alert and quick-witted,” and when caught by her father in the arms of the man 

whom she persuaded to free her, immediately pretends to faint, thereby averting suspicion and 

 Vives, The Education of a Christian Woman, 78.96
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saving her escape plan.  Zoraida bravely faces many challenges during her flight from Algiers—97

altering the escape plan under duress, abandoning her father, being captured by privateers, losing 

their ship and her money—and endures “the discomforts of poverty with such patience.”  In a 98

poignant moment, she and her Christian fugitives leave her father, whom they were forced to 

take captive when he inadvertently discovered their escape, on a deserted beach. Her father 

implores her not to abandon him, but Zoraida remains steadfast in her decision to convert and 

live in Christian lands. This action demonstrates her fortitude and determination to forge her own 

path in opposition to the will of a male authority. 

 Another character, Camila, in the Tale of Inappropriate Curiosity, a story told within Don 

Quixote, devises a clever ruse to fool her husband into believing that she conforms to traditional 

gender roles. In an attempt to test Camila’s virtue and honor, her husband arranges for a friend to 

pretend to woo and tempt her. When the plan backfires and Camila falls in love with her 

romantic pursuer, she carries out an elaborate performance to prove to her husband that she is the 

epitome of virtue by threatening to kill her pursuer and then by theatrically injuring herself, 

thereby conforming to chivalric ideals in his eyes. Even her romantic pursuer, who was not 

aware of her plans, was “struck with amazement at [her] cunning, prudence and quick wits.”  99

This tale is especially relevant as it was still commonly believed in the early modern period that 

 Cervantes, Don Quixote, 382. 97
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a husband had the right to kill his adulterous wife.  Thus, there was a true danger for Camila, 100

but through her cleverness she is able to maintain (at least for some time) an extramarital affair 

while manipulating her husband into seeing her as the perfect virtuous wife.  

 In the second volume of Don Quixote, a Morisco woman, Ana Félix, takes on a 

traditionally male role. Born in Spain, her Morisco status meant she was forced to move to the 

Barbary Coast despite her insistence on being a true Christian. In Spain, she had fallen in love 

with a nobleman, Don Gregorio, who loved her so much that he decided to follow her into 

exile.  When the couple settled in Algiers, Don Gregorio’s good looks put him in danger for 101

homosexual exploitation.  To facilitate their escape, she disguises as a man and becomes the 102

captain of a ship with the promise to bring back rewards to the king of Algiers, but in actuality 

with the presumed goal of organizing a rescue party. In the meantime, she convinces Don 

Gregorio to dress as a woman for his protection to minimize attention by men. As explained by 

Barbara Fuchs, Ana leaves Gregorio in Algiers as a “virtually emasculated prisoner while she 

 See chapter by Danial L. Heiple, “The Theological Context of Wife Murder in Seventeenth-100

Century Spain” in Sex and Love in Golden Age Spain, ed. by Alain Saint-Saëns (New Orleans: 
University Press of the South, 1996).

 Cervantes’s depiction of a relationship between a high-ranking Christian and a Morisco 101

woman demonstrates that despite the Spanish government’s insistence on limpieza de sangre 
(purity of blood), interfaith love and relationships were common and acceptable. 

 Ana Félix states that “among those barbaric Turks a handsome boy or youth is much more 102

highly prized than any woman” (Don Quixote, 922). Algiers had a culture of greater sexual 
permissiveness that Spain, and “many young captives were regularly enticed or forced by their 
masters, Turks and renegades alike, to engage in passive sexual practices” (cited from María 
Antonia Garcés, Cervantes in Algiers: A Captive’s Tale, 112). This practice was infamous and 
condemned in Spain. Cervantes was a captive in Algiers and inserts himself into Don Quixote to 
display his pride for staying chaste during his time as a captive: “The only man who emerged 
unscathed from his [the master’s] hands was a Spanish soldier called something Saavedra” (Don 
Quixote, 370).
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takes on new adventures.”  In this story, Ana Félix assumes two traditionally male roles. She is 103

both the captain of a ship, as well as the defender and savior of Don Gregorio. At the end, Ana 

Félix and Don Gregorio are reunited and it is assumed they will stay in Spain.  Thus, the cross-104

dressing of Ana Félix and Don Gregorio dissolves boundaries between the sexes and the 

accompanying reversal of traditional roles upends gender expectations in early modern Spain.   105

In a last example, Dorotea entices Don Quixote to follow her home without his 

knowledge in a unique way that caters to his chivalric madness. She does so by inventing the role 

of Princess Micomicona with an elaborate and compelling backstory that leverages her 

knowledge of women characters in chivalric novels. Dorotea’s participation in and direction of 

the Princess Micomicona episode flaunts the artificiality of the role assigned to women in 

chivalric romances.  Common to all four female characters— Zoraida, Camila, Ana Félix, and 106

 Barbara Fuchs, “Border Crossings: Transvestism and Passing in Don Quijote” in Passing for 103

Spain: Cervantes and the Fictions of Identity (University of Illinois Press, 2003), 42.

 It is stated that a solution could be reached in Madrid to overcome their Morisco status. A 104

character says of Madrid, the capital of Spain, that “many difficulties could be overcome there by 
means of favors and gifts” (Don Quixote, 933). In this passage, Cervantes subtly illustrates the 
corruption and decline of the Spanish empire in the seventeenth century.

 Another interesting aspect of Ana Félix is that she is a Morisco woman, thereby subjecting her 105

to two levels of persecution for being both a woman and a Morisco. Cervantes strong depiction 
of a Morisco female shows his sympathy for the Moriscos who were being expelled from Spain 
in the early seventeenth century. The Ana Félix story also demonstrates in a dramatized fashion 
the resistance of Morisco women to Christianization and expulsion. As Mary Elizabeth Perry 
describes in her book The Handless Maiden, the common assertion that Morisco women were 
“mere pawns or passive victims” in a period of forced conversions and subsequent expulsions is 
false. They played a primary and active role in preserving Muslim culture despite persecution, 
teaching their children the Arabic language and prayers of Islam as well as continuing to observe 
Islamic traditions of eating and bathing. 

 Mindy Badía, “Don Quixote de la Mancha: Its Representation of Women,” in The Feminist 106

Encyclopedia of Spanish Literature, 183.
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Dorotea—is the notion that women take initiative and impose their will on men by different 

creative means to achieve their desired outcomes, thereby behaving in ways typically only 

expected and allowed for men at the time. 

Independence 

Women in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries were generally expected to 

defer to men’s wishes in relationships and respond unconditionally to their affections. Social 

customs assumed that women needed a man for a complete and fulfilled life. Women, in a 

traditional sense, were meant to be quiet and passive. However, the character of the beautiful and 

wealthy Marcela defies these expectations. Being single, she defends herself in a spirited fashion 

against a host of men, as vividly described by Cervantes: “she hurls them from her like a boulder 

from a catapult.”  One of these suitors, Grisóstomo, kills himself after she spurned his 107

advances. At his funeral, and faced by outrage of those gathered about her presumed 

responsibility for his death by denying his proper advances, Marcela proclaims “Why do you 

think I should be obliged to give in to you, just because you say you love me dearly?...I have 

never given any hope to Grisóstomo or fulfilled any man’s desires, so it can truly be said of all of 

them that they were killed by their own obstinacy rather than by my cruelty.”  As explained by 108

Yvonne Jehenson, “the episode centers on the conventional male-centered pastoral topos of the 

disdainful mistress who has brought about the shepherd’s suffering.” However, the story is 

handled in an utterly unconventional manner that conveys a subversive knowledge of class and 

 Cervantes, Don Quixote, 93.107
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gender relations.  Marcela defends her right to stay unmarried and live independently as a 109

shepherdess in the mountains. The male characters are woefully unprepared to react to Marcela’s 

eloquent speech. Don Quixote attempts to find and rescue her despite her request to be left alone, 

while the other men continue to disparage her at the funeral as if she had never spoken out.  110

There seems to be no precedent for Marcela in the literary history of the time.  Women 111

traditionally had the choice of either marriage or the convent,  but Marcela blazes her own path 112

that takes neither of these two prescribed options. She makes a radical claim of autonomy and 

fierce agency for a woman in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth century. In this regard, 

Marcela can be viewed as a proto-feminist character, defending her right to live truthfully and 

independently, outside the bounds of conventional expectations. 

Redefined codes of honor 

In early modern Spain, the code of honor for women traditionally revolved around 

maintaining virginity and chastity before marriage. Don Quixote reflects these standards in a 

discussion of the importance of virginity for women, when Lotario explains to Anselmo that 

“there’s no jewel in the world as valuable as a chaste and honorable woman.”  Women who lost 113

 Yvonne Jehenson, “The Pastoral Episode in Cervantes’ Don Quijote: Marcela Once Again” 109

Cervantes: Bulletin of the Cervantes Society of America 10, no. 2 (1990): 16–17.
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 In fact, all the other female characters in Don Quixote besides Marcela only had the choice 112

between marriage or the convent. Dorotea implores Don Fernando to marry her, Zoraida 
promises marriage to her Christian captive, and Camila is married and when her infidelity is 
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she is wealthy and can afford to support herself. 
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their virginity before marriage were seen as sullied and were expected to feel a sense of shame 

and guilt for their actions, regardless of whether they perpetrated them.  However, Don Quixote 

features a woman, Dorotea, who does not allow herself to be diminished by uncertainties of 

virtue but remains strong and self-assertive.  

Dorotea is cornered alone in what she perceives to be an inextricable situation with the 

contemptible Don Fernando, who is determined to have sex with her. She fears in the moment 

that her rejection might provoke him to physical violence and rape and that her innocence would 

never be believed.  Dorotea belongs to the lower-class, while Don Fernando hails from the 114

highest levels of society whose transgressions were generally ignored. However, she is assertive 

and courageously tells him: “the nobility of your blood should not and does not give you the 

authority to despise and dishonor the humility of mine.”  In response to her reluctance, Don 115

Fernando proposes to marry her, and despite her misgivings, she sees no other solution but to 

assent to the private marriage to save her honor,  realizing that her parents’ “reputation 116

depended upon my virtue and goodness alone.”  Consequently, when she later discovers that 117

 Stacey L. Parker Aronson, “‘Quizá volverán …’: Four Incidents of Rape (or Threatened Rape) 114

in Don Quijote de la Mancha." Cervantes: Bulletin of the Cervantes Society of America 34, no.1 
(2014): 124–125.

 Cervantes, Don Quixote, 253.                                     115

 Dorotea and Fernando exchange private vows in Dorotea’s room in front of an image of the 116

Virgin as a witness to the wedding, demonstrating the common practice of private marriages. In 
the middle ages and early modern period, marriage was seen to only require exchange of vows 
between two people and did not need the approval of the church or the presence of a priest. 
Although the 1563 Council of Trent decreed, in an attempt to enforce ecclesiastical discipline, 
that all marriages had to be performed in public before a parish priest to be valid, this decree was 
widely ignored. Don Quixote demonstrates the enduring nature and acceptance of these private 
marriages.

 Cervantes, Don Quixote, 252.117
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Don Fernando had married another woman who was closer to his social station, Dorotea reacts 

with anger, wishing to confront him and proclaim his evil treachery.  When she is unsuccessful 118

in meeting him, she flees into the mountains with a male servant, who promptly attempts to 

exploit her vulnerable position by raping her. Dorotea responds with bravery and great presence 

of mind, pushing him over a precipice and leaving him “whether dead or alive I don’t know.”  119

Through this decisive action she not only defends her honor, but does so without feeling guilt for 

the murderous deed. Dorotea clearly understands that honor is a life-or-death issue that mandates 

forceful self-defense, indicating her independence and self-empowerment. 

 When she finally has the opportunity to face Don Fernando, Dorotea swiftly confronts 

him with an impassioned speech to persuade him to honor their marriage vows. She engages the 

crowd emotionally to take her side, making it all but impossible for Don Fernando to deny her. 

He agrees to honor his marriage commitment, saving her and her family’s honor (although they 

will undoubtably have an unhappy marriage, as Don Fernando is inferior to Dorotea in 

intelligence and charisma). This scene not only underlines the determination of Dorotea to 

actively save her honor, but also makes a point about the broader concept of nobility. She 

expresses to Fernando that “True nobility consists in virtue, and if you forfeit that by denying me 

my just rights, I shall be left with better claims to nobility than you.”  This assertion advances 120

the radical idea that honor is not about an abstract concept of female virtue, but about personal 

integrity vested upon every person and social class, whether a noble or a peasant, man or woman. 

 Ruiz, Spanish Society, 304.118

 Cervantes, Don Quixote, 259.119

 Ibid., 342.120
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Conclusion 

The female characters in Don Quixote represent resistance to the male-dominated world 

of late medieval and early modern Iberia.  With strong personalities and the agency to 121

determine their own destiny, they project power not seen in typical chivalric representations of 

women or condoned by moral authorities in the early modern period. This unorthodox depiction 

of women is achieved by Cervantes through distorting conventional reality with a number of 

narrative devices. While the setting of Don Quixote is recognizable to contemporaries and 

reflects real-life Spain, key narrative elements are fictionalized in ways—unusual challenges, 

strategic encounters, dazzling personalities—that allow Cervantes to undermine traditional 

gender roles and social norms. He questions narrative authority by contending that he is merely 

the translator of a true work written by a Muslim historian, Cide Hamete Benengeli, thus shifting 

blame for any controversial or subversive statements that question traditional gender structures. 

By placing himself in the novel in different roles with references ranging from admiration for 

himself and the novel to admissions of ignorance, Cervantes dissolves and negates any claims of 

male authority. Finally, he actualizes female characters who articulate their own stories and 

perspectives, which emphatically announces their agency and self-determination.  

Cervantes wrote at a time when women were gaining influence in society and expanding 

their active roles, particularly through increased literacy and writing. Many established 

independent and productive positions for themselves; however, a patriarchal system continued to 

dominate social discourse, limiting women in their life choices. As a consequence, women were 

often caught between the realities of life and the absurdities of an antiquated honor code. This 

 Ruiz, Spanish Society, 304.121
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tension between idealized and actual female roles is reflected and criticized in Don Quixote. The 

novel subverts many facets of women’s subjugation, particularly restrictions related to female 

literacy, independence, social relations, gender roles, and the strict code of sexual honor. At the 

same time, Cervantes seemingly undermines these progressive ideas with traditional statements 

about female characters—foremost the preeminent importance of chastity—and their ultimate 

fate in the novel. Dorotea marries Don Fernando, Marcela remains chaste and pure, Camila 

retreats to a convent, Zoraida marries. This apparent ambivalence between progressive and 

traditional female views explains why, as Lisa Vollendorf expresses, “feminists have been 

hesitant and occasionally divided in their engagement with Cervantes’s writing.”  However, by 122

appearing to safely adhere to conservative female norms he generates a protected space for 

highlighting their widespread, ridiculous ubiquity in Spanish culture. With this lack of overt 

contradictions to the norms of the time, the novel provoked few official objections, yet its subtle 

subversive nature surely contributed to its unique and widespread popularity.  

Cervantes’s depictions resonate today. The stories of Dorotea, Marcela, and Ana Félix 

have direct relevance to modern women’s experiences. By telling Dorotea’s seduction scene 

from the point of view of the woman, Cervantes captures mixed emotions that go beyond mere 

victimization and strike a chord with women’s experiences of male violence in the twenty-first 

century. Dorotea’s conflicted inner feelings in this scene demonstrate profound self-knowledge 

that had never been seen before in Spanish writing and that is a cornerstone of modern 

feminism.  Marcela proves that women do not need to be defined by a man to live a productive 123

 Vollendorf, “Cervantes and His Women Readers,” 313.122

 Anne Cruz, “Dorotea’s Revenge: Sex and Speech Acts in Don Quijote, Part 1” Bulletin of 123

Hispanic Studies 82, no. 5 (Jan. 2005): 624.
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life, or to even have an interesting story. Furthermore, Marcela’s insistence on remaining single 

and unmarried is a harbinger of modern marriage trends. Ana Félix proves that women are just as 

well prepared as men to actively control and drive situations and relationships, therefore 

demonstrating the obsolete nature of traditional chivalric gender roles. Cervantes, over 400 years 

ago, portrays women who refuse to be diminished by social codes of morality and exercise 

agency in the face of cultural barriers. 
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[DON’T] GIVE ME YOUR TIRED, 
YOUR POOR…: 

PUBLIC CHARGE DOCTRINE AND THE POLICING OF
IMMIGRANT WOMEN

          Public charge doctrine has long been used as a tool of the state to exclude “undesirable” immigrants

from the United States. First implemented into law in the Immigration Act of 1882, the phrase “likely to

become a public charge” has been adapted as needed to exclude various groups of people, heavily impacting

immigrant women since its implementation. This paper examines how immigrant women and their bodies

were policed by public charge, drawing from secondary sources and case studies to examine how the doctrine

reduced migration opportunities for women and subjected them to state surveillance and control. Central

questions include the following: How did public charge reduce the opportunity for unmarried women to

migrate to the United States? Was the doctrine used against particular types of women, with a certain goal?

Does the doctrine affect how immigrant women are able to provide for their families? This paper draws from

the Journal of Women’s History, the International Journal of Sociology of the Family, the Yale Law Journal,

and the California Law Review to answer these questions, investigating the effects of public charge doctrine

on past immigrants to illuminate future implications of the Trump Administration’s public charge rule.
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Public charge doctrine has long been used as a tool of the state to exclude “undesirable” 

immigrants from the United States. The Immigration Act of 1882, a reaction to increased 

immigration over the decades, was the first appearance of “public charge” in the law, stating that 

if upon “examination, there shall be found among…passengers any convict, lunatic, idiot, or any 

person unable to take care of himself or herself without becoming a public charge…such persons 

will not be permitted to land.” Since then, the phrase “likely to become a public charge” (LPC) 

has been wielded against various groups of people, including racial and sexual minorities, 

disabled people, those suffering from mental illness, and those in poverty. As the phrase had no 

legal definition until 1999,  the state has historically been able to apply it broadly. Indeed, the 1

exclusion and regulation of immigrants perceived as “likely to become a public charge” was key 

in upholding what Kelly Lytle-Hernandez names the “settler-colonial fantasy” of an exclusive 

white society filled with families of upstanding moral character. Conflict between the settler-

colonial fantasy and the reality of changing racial demographic trends in America allowed for 

state weaponization of the public charge doctrine. This fantasy was intertwined with the state 

ideology of motherhood, as women were seen as essential in shaping the character of America 

through their children and families. Due to women’s traditional role as the agents of reproduction 

and character-building in the developing American society, immigrant women who did not fit 

into the settler-colonial fantasy or into the state’s definition of an acceptable mother were 

targeted by the LPC provision, becoming especially vulnerable to exclusion, removal, and 

control. Race, class, and gender were all key factors in determining who was deemed undesirable 

 Department of Justice. “Field Guidance on Deportability and Inadmissibility on Public Charge 1

Grounds,” Federal Register Vol. 64, No. 101: 1999. 
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and burdensome by the state. During the late 19th and early 20th centuries, coinciding with 

increased immigration from non-white countries like China and México, the doctrine was used to 

police women’s sexuality, minimize migration opportunities for women deemed immoral, and 

surveil and criminalize low-income immigrant mothers of color. Thus, this broad and ill-defined 

doctrine was used as a method of social engineering, manipulating the national racial and ethnic 

makeup by determining who was allowed to enter and integrate into American society. 

To unpack the public charge doctrine’s effect in barring “undesirable” female immigrants 

from admission, reproduction, and social mobility in America, we must first clarify what 

constitutes a desirable female immigrant. Lytle-Hernandez characterizes the United States as a 

society rooted in settler colonialism, driven by a desire to establish a “new, permanent, 

reproductive, and racially exclusive society.”  To shift reality toward this fantasy, the society 2

strives to eliminate Natives and remove racialized outsiders. This works in tandem with the state 

ideology of motherhood to form the image of an acceptable female immigrant. The ideal citizen 

is a “good” mother, a self-sacrificing woman who raises upstanding moral sons that will 

successfully contribute to American democracy.  Anglo-Saxon mothers were considered the 3

ultimate good mothers, while women of other races were painted as inferior.  The ideal female 4

immigrant, then, is an Anglo-Saxon woman with traditional morals, who will raise a family that 

 Lytle-Hernandez, Kelly. City of Inmates: Conquest, Rebellion, and the Rise of Human Caging 2

in Los Angeles, 1771-1965. North Carolina: University of North Carolina Press, 2017: 7. 

 Park, Lisa Sun-Hee. "Criminalizing Immigrant Mothers: Public Charge, Health Care, and 3

Welfare Reform." International Journal of Sociology of the Family 37, no. 1 (2011): 40. http://
www.jstor.org/stable/23029785. 

 Ibid., 41. 4
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will inch society toward the settler colonial fantasy. The state punished those who deviated from 

this desired norm.  

To ensure that admitted immigrant women would become moral citizens and raise moral 

citizen children, prostitution and other forms of non-marital sexual activity were policed at the 

border. Deirdre M. Moloney regards the enforcement of the LPC provision as a representation of 

prevalent views of women’s perceived economic dependency, as well as increasing concerns 

about women’s morality in the early 20th century.  This interaction, she argues, is what made 5

immigrant women who did not conform to American social norms the most vulnerable 

population to be targeted, excluded, and deported.  Single female immigrants were hyper-visible 6

because they immigrated outside of traditional family structures, and were also likely to be 

especially economically vulnerable. This economic vulnerability meant that there was a 

heightened possibility of these women turning to prostitution for survival. This reality, combined 

with their hypervisibility and public perception of economic vulnerability, culminated in their 

frequent exclusion on the basis of the LPC provision.  Moloney also emphasizes that the policy 7

was not applied across the board, but rather through the lens of which women were fit for 

American citizenship. Chances at redemption and reformation were given to those deemed fit; 

these women were allowed to stay in America provided they marry their partners. Those who 

were judged as undesirable were not given such opportunities.  An analysis of Chinese female 8

 Deirdre M. Moloney. "Women, Sexual Morality, and Economic Dependency in Early U.S. 5

Deportation Policy." Journal of Women's History 18, no. 2 (2006): 97. https://muse.jhu.edu/. 

 Ibid., 115.6

 Ibid., 98. 7

 Ibid., 106. 8
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immigration makes clear that the policing of female sexuality at the border was not only a matter 

of gender and morality but was also a matter of race. In fact, judgements of morality are implicit 

in race, gender, and class. The application of the public charge provision was undeniably an 

intersectional issue.  

In 1889, Supreme Court case Ping v. US codified Congress’s power to exclude 

“unassimilable foreigners of a different race” to protect American citizens from external threats 

to American peace and security.   This legitimized the perceived alienness of Chinese 9

immigrants; in the eyes of American society, Chinese immigrants could never be full citizens, 

and their presence was threatening to the security of American culture and society. Due to the 

combination of anti-Chinese sentiment and the policing of those perceived to be sexually 

immoral, it was nearly impossible for Chinese women to immigrate to America in the late 19th 

and early 20th centuries. The 1875 Page Act prohibited the immigration of Chinese women 

suspected of prostitution, but in practice, had a larger role of restricting Chinese female 

immigration altogether. George Pfeffer asserts that this law played a key role in the pattern of 

Chinese family development in the United States, associating it with the fact that Chinatowns 

contained very few families for nearly 100 years.  The Page Law, then, justified the persecution 10

of immigrant Chinese women, infringed on their privacy, and legitimized state regulation of the 

Chinese family unit for no other reason but race. Most Chinese women were photographed, 

scrutinized, and thoroughly interrogated as part of the immigration process, showing that unless 

 Chae Chan Ping v. United States. 130 U.S. 581 (1889).9

 George Anthony Peffer. "Forbidden Families: Emigration Experiences of Chinese Women 10

under the Page Law, 1875-1882." Journal of American Ethnic History 6, no. 1 (1986): 42. http://
www.jstor.org/stable/27500484. 
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they were the wives of diplomats or merchants, the state automatically viewed Chinese women 

as suspicious and their bodies as worthy of surveillance and control. In this way, American 

prejudices against the Chinese removed the opportunity for these women to settle in America and 

reproduce. As a result, women made up only 0.3 percent and 0.7 percent of Chinese immigrants 

in 1880 and 1900, respectively.   11

It is important to note the exceptions to this rule: the wives of merchants and diplomats. 

In the case of Cheung Sum Shee et al. V. Nagle, the Supreme Court decided that the wives and 

children of Chinese merchants who resided legally in the United States before July 1, 1924 

should not be excluded from entry under the Immigration Act of 1924.  Merchants’ right to 12

enter due to treaty provisions, according to the court, was necessarily extended to wives and 

minor children. Sucheng Chan views exclusion laws’ interpretation and enforcement as central to 

the construction of Chinese-American communities after 1882.  Specifically, the state’s 13

decisions in terms of what categories of Chinese immigrants were allowed into America was 

meaningful in determining what classes of Chinese were deemed acceptable in American society. 

Because Chinese merchants were allowed to have their wives with them in America, they could 

more readily reproduce. This has implications, then, about who among racial minorities is 

deemed an acceptable family, and who is allowed to be a mother by American norms. Here, we 

can see how the state ideology of motherhood becomes significant regarding the enforcement of 

immigration policy at the border.  By way of race, the wives of Chinese merchants did not fit into 

 Erika Lee. The Making of Asian America, (New York: Simon & Schuster, 2015), 68. 11

 Cheung Sum Shee et al. v. Nagle, Com'r of Immigration for Port of San Francisco, 268 U.S. 12

336 (45 S.Ct. 539, 69 L.Ed. 985). 
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the definition of a good mother. However, their admission into the United States speaks to their 

position as desirable among the undesirable, by way of class.  Americans’ class bias combined 

with the expansion of trade in China during this period led to the civil treatment of Chinese 

merchants and their families compared to other Chinese immigrants; outside of race, middle-

class merchant families were proximate to the societal ideal, and their relationships with America 

furthered the economic strength of the state. Thus, these women were able to escape being 

policed by public charge.  

The state’s exclusion and expulsion of prostitutes and other women seen as sexually 

immoral deviants speak to the use of public charge to control immigrant women’s entrance at the 

border. However, these concerns of regulation and policing under the public charge doctrine do 

not fade for immigrant women who make it into America’s borders. Fear of being deported under 

public charge continuously influenced immigrant women’s decisions, especially regarding their 

use of public benefits legally available to them. Leo Alpert alleges that “the purpose of the 

Immigration Laws is not really to avenge by deportation the acceptance of public care - although 

this seems to be the emotional level upon which the cases are litigated - but to protect the 

state.”  I would argue that this particular immigration policy does indeed function to protect the 14

state--but not in the way that Alpert means. The effects of the public charge doctrine extend 

beyond simply ensuring the state’s financial security; the law serves to protect the state 

ideologically, to ensure that citizens of the state adhere to social norms and come as close as 

possible to the ideal of an exclusive, white, moral, middle-class society. In this way, the public 

 Leo M. Alpert. "The Alien and the Public Charge Clauses," Yale Law Journal 49, no. 1 (November 1939): 14

28.  
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charge doctrine carried an implicit message about who is allowed to live, reproduce, and move 

upward in America.  

The lack of a legal definition for the public charge doctrine, combined with its application 

in excluding and deporting on the whims of the state, instilled in immigrants the fear of being 

deported for simply doing what it took to stay alive in their new country. Immigrants were forced 

to choose between economic security and protection from deportation, encouraging each other 

not to utilize public benefits so as to not be seen as a drain on resources, which would be grounds 

for a public charge. This fear is documented in early 20th century foreign-language newspapers. 

An article in the Magyar Tribune, published in 1930, calls for Hungarian-American churches and 

organizations to “provide a fund for the aid of their fellow countrymen” so that unemployed, new 

Hungarian immigrants need not risk the possibility of deportation proceedings after utilizing 

government aid.  Another article published by Otthon in 1925 notes that there were 6,409 public 15

charge deportations from 1924-1925 and that foreigners who are legally entitled to free medical 

aid refused to use it for fear of deportation.   16

In the case of motherhood, fear of using healthcare or welfare services had even more 

dire consequences. Low-income immigrant women were forced to choose between being 

regarded by the state as a public charge or forgoing public services that could help support their 

families. Lisa Sun-Hee Park asserts that criminalizing the legal use of public benefits and 

painting those who use social services as burdens “assumes all immigrants of color as illegal 

 “Attention, Hungarians!” Magyar Tribune (Chicago), published November 28, 1930. https://15

flps.newberry.org/article/5422061_2_1030.

 “Deportation of Foreigners Who Become Public Charges.” Otthon (Chicago), published 16

September 6, 1925. https://flps.newberry.org/article/5422061_2_1598.
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unless proven otherwise.”  She notes that Asian and Latina women were especially targeted by 17

programs that monitor and criminalize the use of social services. This occurs in parallel to the 

painting of Anglo-Saxon mothers as “good” mothers, and women of other races as “bad” 

mothers, putting low-income immigrant mothers of color into an impossible bind. To be good 

mothers, they must “exhibit adequate self-sacrifice” and provide a safe, middle-class home for 

their children. To be good Americans, they must not access public benefits that might assist them 

in their motherhood.  Fear of being seen as a public charge serves to suppress the quality of life 18

of immigrant women whom the state regard as “undeserving” of the privileges of the American 

dream. It keeps them in poverty and discourages them from reproducing for fear of not being 

able to utilize the available resources to provide for their children. It makes clear that those who 

do take advantage of the public benefits for which they qualify are not worthy of being in 

America, since there will be consequences for their families as well as themselves. Thus, the 

enforcement of the “likely to become a public charge” provision was meant more to socially 

engineer the fabric of the United States than to save the state from financial crisis.  

The 1937 case of Dolores Lopez Nunez illustrates this point.  A widow and mother of 3 19

American-born children, Nunez was deported on the grounds that she was likely to become a 

public charge on entry and had become a public charge within 5 years of entry. This was due to 

Nunez’s receipt of public cash support and hospital aid after her husband’s death, of $2.25 

monthly for herself, and $10 monthly for each of her children. Despite the trial court’s plea for 

 Lisa Sun-Hee Park. “Criminalizing Immigrant Mothers,” 43. 17

 Ibid., 41. 18

 In re Nunez, 93 F. (2d) 41 (C. C. A. 9th, 1937)19
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compassion for Nunez’s children, the Ninth Circuit upheld her deportation. Here, a woman who 

dared use benefits she was legally entitled to was given no legal leeway after being punished for 

being a burden on the public. The loss of her husband and subsequent poverty labeled Nunez as 

an undesirable female immigrant, one whose family would not comply with American social 

norms.  Without another glance, this low-income immigrant mother of color was swiftly 

removed by the state. Public charge, then, acts as a powerful tool to remake the fabric of 

American society based on the ideals of the state. It was not the monthly $2.25 that threatened 

the security of the state, but rather the identity of the woman who claimed that $2.25.  

The public charge doctrine’s ambiguity and flexibility was utilized by the government to 

socially engineer the makeup of America by targeting immigrant women who fell outside of the 

social norm. This norm was defined by ideas of scientific motherhood and fantasies of settler 

colonialism, painting Anglo-Saxon mothers of good character as the only acceptable admits in 

order to preserve the “purity” of the developing nation. The entrance of low-income immigrant 

women of color and women deemed immoral presented a threat to this ideal society. If allowed 

to enter, reproduce, and achieve success, these women would shift the fabric of the nation away 

from the vision so idealized by proponents of scientific motherhood and settler colonialism. As a 

response to this threat, the state used its power to weaponize a little-known, ill-defined clause 

against these undesirable women, policing their bodies and decisions both at the border and 

within America’s borders. As the Trump Administration’s 2018 proposition to redefine the public 

charge requirement brings the doctrine back into public discourse, investigating public charge’s 

effects on immigrants in the past is necessary in looking at its future implications in the 

institutionalization of white supremacy.  
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